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Body of Wilbur F. Senter,
Sr., Found By Lobster Fish

♦
* * * *

newspaper history

Tbe Rockland OsBe tte wss established
in 1846 in 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
in 1855 and in 1891 changed Its name to.
the Tribune These papers consolidated •
March 17. 1897
h

ermen In Casco Bay

The Nation mourns the death of one,

Brunswick
The hearts of all, the rich, the poor,
And helped us better to endure

|

'I'he foibles of the small and great,

'

With charities that mitigate

'

The conflicts of both caste and class

I
I

Life seems to us a longer mile,

for
Without hi' cheerfulness and smile

1.11.1. d\D WINTER
Mutir Study

North Haven, Maine

edna gregory
Trarhrr ol Pianoforte

merchant

who

disap

Frank W Fuller, president of the' .

Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Buffum, Vegetables were grown in tremen
who
recently returned from Europe dous acreage.
mer horn-* Aug. 9. was found floating
The tourists were impressed with
went far afield to celebrate their
in Casco Bay Thursday night by a
golden wedding anniversary, the ob- the extreme cleanliness of the vlllobster fisherman.
The body was taken to Brunswick
for examination by Dr. Gilbert M
Elliott, mt dlcai examiner. A reward
of $500 had been offered by the
family.
peared from hla Bailey Island sum-

Creating friendship in the mass.

Make your plant now

Being a Brief Story Of a Happy Tour Made By Frank W. Fuller Feted By Associates As He
Well Known Rockland Couple
Reaches
75lh Birth<la>'

The body of Wilbur P. Senter, 62,

Whose humour steeped in goodwill won

♦
Those who bring sunshine to
♦ the lives of others cannot keep
♦ It from themselves.—J. M Barrie

BANK PRESIDENT HONORED

A GOLDEN WEDDING ABROAD

FATE NOW KNOWN

♦

THRE^-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland

12 Center St Tel. I6V-.W RorHand\~-

ledge Inn, Spruce Head. The party
comprised the officials and their

wives and the trustees and their
wives. A very thorough application
to the excellent lobster dinner was
followed by adjournment to the
Crescent Beach cottage of Treasurer

E. J. Helller, where a session at cards
was well seasoned with shop talk and
general chat. The proceedings were |
Interrupted long enough to present
President Fuller with a box of his
favorite cigars and a fountain pen
and' pencil set, with Arthur L. Orne The Bank Folks saw that hla birthday
doing the oratorical honors.
I
was properly recognised

Man Who Made Record Flight To Germany Will
Arrive Here

So. Thomaston Granje H.ll

RUTH PAGE
BALLET MISTRESS

CHICAGO GRAND OPERA BALLET
WITH

BENTLEY STONE
AND

RUTH GORDON, Pianist
AT

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
At S.30

FRIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30
Seats 50c to $2.00 (plus tax)
Orders accompanied by check now being received
Box Office Opens Monday. August 26

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW
Today at The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
IS CENTS

Telephone 1360—Will Reserve Yours
' BI’SINFSS FO..KS' SPECIAL
A Delirious Special Supper Tonight

25 CENTS
69Stf

Drastic Reductions

Saturday Dollar Day

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS

FLY
with

—TO—

CLARENCE CHAMBERLIN

VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

STONINGTON and SWAN’S ISLAND

In America's Largest Twin-Molored Airliner

AT ROCKLAND AIRPORT

r

City Officials Fly At Noon
Fly To New York Monday Morning
< all Airport For Details
Telephone 1226
102*lt
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BY MOTOR TO GASPE
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| Senter Crane Company
S
Store Closed
$ All Day Friday and Saturday, Aug. 23-24
SK

Out of respect to the memory of

£

our late president

$

W. F. SENTER

*

STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
Momlng. returning in the late afternoon. A Beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands.
APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF

Dollar Day Merchandise Will Be Placed On Sale

Monday, Aug. 26, at 8.30
> SENTER CRANE COMPANY

BY F. O. BAILEY CO., AUCTIONEERS

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE

AN INVITATION

OF THE

VALUABLE COLLECTION OF AMERICAN
AND FOREIGN ANTIQUES, FURNITURE
AND ART OBJECTS

Collected by the late Mrs. J. M. Baldrige

TO THE PUBLIC
All interested persons are cordially invited to

attend a public meeting to be held

On the Premises At

GLEN COVE, ROCKPORT, ME.

TUESDAY EVENING, AUG. 27

(One Mile Eaat of Rockland)

BEGINNING ON TUESDAY, AUGUST 20
At 10 A. M. (Daylight)
And Continuing Dally At 10 A. M. and 2 P. M.
AUGUST 20, 21. 22, 23, M. 26. 27, 26, 29, 30
Included in the collection and to be offered for sale are several
antique, mahogany desks, chests, bureaus, wing rhairs, tables, beds,
several maple ehests, stands, tables, bureaus, and beds, fine banjo
clock, antique sideboard, hooked rugs, hundreds of beautiful statues,
vases, lamps, prints, pictures, etc., an immense collection of antique
and modern glass and china, table and bed linen, spreads, puffs,
blankets, electric and roal range, fine refrigerators and kitchen
equipment Also large amount of valuable furs, jewels and silver and
many hundreds of other items too numerous to mention.
An opportunity to examine the articles to be offered each day
will be given one hour before the commencement of each sale. For
further particulars inquire of the Auctioneers, Free and South
Streets, Portland, Maine.
ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE COLLECTIONS EVER OFFERED
AT PUBLIC SALE IN MAINE
.
97-104

Knox County Women Make the Trip and De
scribe It a la Tabloid

When thr Buffum*. Father and Son. stood in front of SL Mark's and rrpralrd
the historical set of feeding the pigeons
ar nance of that Important event
being made June 30 ln a quaint
Oerman resort called Oberhof. The
Atlantic had been spanned ln order
that the Buffums might be with
their son David H. Buffum. who la
vice-consul at Lelpslg, Germany, and
It was but one of many happy occa
sions which marked their summer
abroad.
Mr. and Mrs. Buffum sailed for
Europe June 15 on the North Ger
man Lloyd steamship Bremen, and
after a generally fair passage ex
tending Into the seventh day, were
met at Bremerhaven. Germany, by
their son. In whose mptor car they
were destined to spend many happy
hours touring Germany and the
countries adjacent.
These Joumeyings were achieved
with special ease and satisfaction,
due to the fact that both Mr. and
Mrs. David Buffum speak fluently
ln German and Italian, and the
younger Buffums official status was
such that they were spared many of
the petty annoyances which fall to
the lot of the average tourist.
• • • •
The days spent with their son In
Europe carried not only these spe
cial advantages ln the way of travel,
but had also the comforts which are
essentially connected with a home
visit. They found Vice Consul Buf
fum most happily located from an
official standpoint, but domiciled ln
a home which had a most cheerful
atmosphere and congenial surround
ings. Mr. Buffum, Junior, has been
located ln Leipsig since the first of
January,
Motoring to Leipsig the visitors
noted the flat, though somewhat
wavy character of the land; saw lt
under a state of cultivation, which
with Its admixture of colors, was fas
cinating, to use the word which
came most handily to Mr. Buffum's
bind. In this section of Germany
not a square yard of soli but Is put
to some form of cutivatlon. Orains
were much ln evidence, but the gen
eral character of the vegetables was
unknown to Mr. Buffum, senior.

lages through which they passed.
Anything tending to untidiness would
bring swift reprimand from the
authorities. And no matter how
humble the home there was the In
evitable garden, and the Inevitable
window box filled with blossoming
plants.
Mr. Buffum the elder and Ml.
Buffum the younger, are both inten
sively devoted to golf, and under the
sunny skies of four countries they
lo6t no opportunity to Indulge ln
their favorite sport. It will Inter
est members of the Rockland Coun
try Club to know that Mr. Buffum
found no fairways equal to those
which have been laid out on the
sloping sides of Juniper HUI. In
these several father and son con
tests. the Rockland Buffum Is quite
willing io concede that he was out
classed about a stroke to a hole.
Mr. and Mrs. Buffum also found
themselves recipients of some very
channing social attentions.
• • • •
A fortnight spent in Leipsig van
ished all too soon but new scenes
presented themselves as the two
couples heeded northward to spend
the wpeker.c at Martenbad, a famous
summer resort somewhat larger than
our Bar Harbor, and at which the
tourist season was then at its height.
Here also was a very fine 18-hole
golf course — the best conditioned
one that Mr. Buffum found ln all of
his travels.
The jommencement of the follow
ing week found the Buffums in
vading Austrian soli. They went as
far as Linx on the Danube—-a river
which has always had a fascination
for Mr. Buffum because of his love
for the Strauss waltzes. The Danube
ts "beautiful blue" In name only,
but what It lacked in color, it made
up ln the way of vigor and turbu
lence. It carried considerable ship
ping at the moment.
From Linx the tourists went to a
small lake resort near the Austrian
Alps, known as Poertschach, where
ten days were spent. It is located on
high ground, and crossing the lake

NOW, Everybody Can Have a Permanent!

E. M. Lawrence Home, Beech Street

Cut Out This Adv.
The Principal Speaker

It Is Worth $2.00 To You!

HON. WM. R. PATTANGALL

Applied On Any Permanent
Wave At Our Salon During

Former Chief Justice of Maine

Auspices Woman’s Educational Club

August
I
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the valley, and began tb count the
covered bridges (We went over 66
during our entire trip) The valley
was bright with flower®. But such
poor houses, hardly more than shacks
Seldom a car only horses, old-fash
ioned top-buggies and other means of
transportation. Women almost to
one clothed in long black dresses that
swept the ground.
But grand
churches, impressive and costly. Of
course a few nice houses, but such a
f scattering few. Many shrines. One
called The Calvary, black, with
( Christ on the cross on one side and
have still to navigate the wonderful the figures of John and Mary on the
other. We saw many unusual cement
Oarpe region.
“We crossed the border at Van | crosses on the other side at Bayabec.
One little garden and two small
Buren and from there our Journey
flower gardens, no trees, no shrubs,
lay through woods—a 90 mile stretch.
no lawns or well-kept grounds. Any
Most of the section had been burned
attempt at beautification out of doors
over and it presented a dreary-enough
rare.
sight.. Here and there were huts, and
Leaving the valley the country be
we learned that these had been given
gan to broaden out, and there was
by the government to families clear
more beauty to be seen alongside
ing portions of the burnt territory
the road. Flreweed In profusion.
Out of the woods we followed the
Lunch at St Flavle on the shores of
Matapedla River for miles, all the
the St. Lawrence We visited Metis
way to 8t Flavle. We stopped at
Caucapscal about half way through
(Continued on Page Five!

An enthulastic party of motorists
Miss Teresa Arau of Camden MUs
Rita Creighton Smith of Thomaston
and Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick
and South Warren, with Mrs Luther
A. Clark at the wheel recently rolled
Into Rockland at the end of a nineday trip to the Oaspe Peninsula naving covered 1.518 miles with the
weather uniformly clear and not too
warm Miss Arau as spokesman of
1 the party, unfolds the account of the
i trip here, her informal manner of
pre entaflon certain to find many
' interested readers, many of whom

at 7.30 o'clock
on the lawn of the

.................

1

WHAT-NOT
GIH SHOP

For thr Benefit of Camden Firemen's First Aid Assorialion

became

at a banquet held last night at Rock

CLARENCE CHAMBERLIN COMING

Don’t Forget the Dance

Bank,

the Three-Quarter Century Club, and
his bank associates seized upon the
occasion to make him guest of honor

I

Mr Senter's watch stopped at 8 30
| Tlie merchant who was recovering
from a nervous breakdown, dlsap| peered about 8 p. m from hls cot
tage.
Mr. Senter went to Brunswick
about 30 years ago as a traveling
salesman. Later he established a
store on Maine street tn that town
and eventually the business expand
ed Into a chain of establishments
located ln several towns and cities.
He was at one time president of the
Brunswick National Bank.
Col. Clarence Chamberlin, who
Surviving are- his wife and eight
made a record non-stop flight from children. Murray of Wiscasset, Wil
New York to Eisleben, Germany, in bur F., of Rockland, Mrs Martha
June. 1927, is due here at noonday, Ollmore of New Jersey. Mrs Bea
fljing a Curtiss-Condor bi-motored 21 trice Carpenter of Omaha. N. B . and
passenger car.
John Alfred. James and Oeorge. all
With city officials as guests Mr. of whom reside at home.
Chamberlin wlll make a 15-mlnute
flight, immediately after arrival, and auspioes of the Maine Aero Club, for
others will be accommodated at a the purpose of stimulating Interest in
rate specified.
aviation. He will land at the Curtiss
Col Chamberlin's visit is under the 1 Airport on Broadway
Monday the plane will go to New
York, carrying a quantity of live lob
FIRST CLASS
sters which will be served at Jack
TRUCKING SERVICE
Dempsey's restaurant at noontime.
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
Passengers wlll also be taken.
FOSTER'S TRANSFER
Arrangements for the Rockland visit
W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
were being made yesterday by Wil
TeL Thomaaton 139-3 Rev. Chgliam Turgeon of Lewiston, who Is
aviation inspector for Maine; and E
D. Preston of Rockland, who will be
tn charge of today's flight. They were
accompanied by M. L. Towle of
Auburn.
Clarence Duncan Chamberlin was
491 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
(Still Opposite Baptist Church)
born ln Denison, Iowa, Nov. II, 1893
( Hls flight to Germany was made ln
the Columbia with C. A. Levine as
passenger. The* distance was 3911
FOR
i miles and was made in 42 hours and
31 minutes. He is the author of
OPEN UNTIL IS P. M.
"Record Flights" and his home is in
Helen IL CarLson
Teterboro, N. J.

Savings

eligible yesterday to membership in

Henry Felton Huse

T

Volume 90............. . .Number 1 02.

THREE CENTS A COPY
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AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

Tel. 826

in a motorboat the visitors found an
excellent golf course. Thense south
ward to Venice, where four delight
ful days were spent In sightseeing,
and finally to Trieste, at the head
of the Baltic, where the Rockland
Buffums were to take passage on
the steamship Conte Orande for the
homeward voyage. They had not
looked forward to Trieste with pleas
ure. for lt had meant the saying of
goodbyes. But here they literally
reckoned without their host for the
younger Buffums had planned a
little Surprise, which took the form
of accompanying their guests on a
semi-Mediterranean cruise.

PARI-MUTUEL. UNION
Augusta Paper Says North
Knox and Lincoln County
To Have It
Pari-mutuel race betting will be
sponsored at the North Knox Fair ln
Union and the Lincoln County Fair
ln Damariscotta this year, according
to present indications.
Although officials of both fairs were
known to be cool to betting earlier in
the year, they have been following the
results of the pari-mUtiieLs at other
fairs and are favorably Impressed.
The Union fair will be held 8ept. 2426 and the Damariscotta fair will be
Oct. 1-3. Both are popular with fans
in this section of the 8ta£e.
Opposition to race betting at the
Union meet was expected from Repre
sentative Walter A Ayer of Union,
who opposed the bill on the floor of
the House of Representatives last
winter. An official of the fair said
that he expected the association to
approve pari-mutuels within a few
days In spite of this oppoistion.
Fair sponsors have been impressed
more by the general results of the
pari-mutuels than by the actual In
come to associations
At the fairs
where betting has been carried on in
terest in racing and in individual
horses has Increased, and grandstand
ticket sales have been the heaviest
in history.—Kennebec Journal.

Stop was made at Naples where
in the course of a sightseeing tour
they met Charles Hosmer, a former
Maine man, who Is a close friend of
Frank P. Wight, son of Fred W.
Wight of Claremont street. The
younger Mi. Buffum found many
friends In Naples for It had been
one of hls assignments as vice
consul.
Good-oyes were said at Palermo.
At Algiers Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Buffum went ashore ln company
with other passengers of the Conte
Grande. Other stops were made at
Gibraltar; Lisbon, Portugal, whose
harbor rivals that of Naples In Mr.
Buffam's estimation; and the Azores.
The trip lacked a week of two
months, and was replete with en
joyment and new experiences, but
Special Bargains in Dry Cleaning
the word somehow exercised new again next week at peoples' Laundry.
magic, as the long Journey was com Bring In your bundle or telephone
170 for free collection and delivery.
pleted.
“
There were some elements of the We will not be undersold "—adv.
European voyage ln which a close
observer could not fail to see signs
of a sinister nature. Military train
ing, down to the youngest children,
in Germany; an Italian transport
leaving for Abyssinia, with soldiers
waving what may have been a last
farewell to loved one ashore. The
Buffums were within one day of see
ing Hitler, the leader, who is to Ger
many what Mussolini is to Italy.
Mr. Buffum conversed with well In
formed people in the several coun
tries he visited, but he does not
care to reveal the Information thus
gleaned, nor to discuss issues of a
continent where a volcano of greed
or hate may erupt at any moment.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I lad to live my lire again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and listen to aome music at leaat once
a week. The loss of these tastes la a low
of happlneaa—Charlea Darwin
SPARE ME MY DREAMS
Relentless Time, that gives both harsh
and kind.
Brave let me be
To take thy various gifts with equal
mind.
And proud humility:
But. even by day. while the dull sun
light streams.
Olve me my dreams!
Whatever. Time, thou takest from my
heart,
What from my life.
From what dear thing thou yet mayst
make me part—
Plunge not too deep the knife:
As dies the day. and the long twilight
gleams.
Spare me my dreams!

—Richard Wateon QUder.

He that overcometh shall inherit
*11 things—Rev. 21:7.

Vv ants Everybody T Back the Move
ment In Behalf of the Fishermen

Editor of The Courier-Gazette
IN MEMORY OF WILL ROGERS

The people of California who
by hundreds of thousands on Thurs
day gathered at various points
to pay their tribute in connec
tion with the funeral services of
Will Rogers, were in touch with
other mourners the Nation over,
bidding farewell to that Nation’s
most beloved citizen. At the service
In Glendale Rev. Dr Brougher. lately
of Tremont Temple, eloquently reviewed the life that had touched so
many points. It is a thing everywhere
being spoken if. that in hls speech,
and in the moving pictures which
his personality raised to the highest
levels, always he was the ckanminded gentleman, a point dwelt
upon by Dr. Brougher. "He was pure minded and clean ln hls thinking.''
the Doctor said. "Like a rubber ball
bouncing on a clean wall, he threw
out his thoughts and they rebounded
to you without taint or soil upon
your heart and soul:” and he added:
The only time I ever heard him
say a sharp or caustic thing was when
a speaker at a banquet told a rather
doubtful story. When Will had his
turn he said, ‘My friend's mind is
like a race horse, it seems to run best
on a dirty road.' ”
Will Rogers, the gentleman sans
peur et sans reproche. No wonder
the world uncovers its head ln honor
of his memory.

WHERE THE BULL FIGHTS

FEYLER’S fERVENT APPEAL

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Every-Other-Day
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DADDY LANE
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President Bird Relates To Rotarians a Story Of
How It is Done In Mexico

(A Rock Formation At Vinalhaven*

Through the medium of your in

teresting paper. I would like to make
a sincere appeal to the people of
Maine and especially the fishermen,
to get solidly behind Gov. Brann and
myself in our attempt to secure a
Federal grant of 1110.000 to save our
fisheries. We have shown excellent
reasons ln Washington why it should

portant industries back from a serious
j
j illness to health and prosperity. We

believe that this money will be made
j available, but ask that citizens of
this State bring all possible pressure
to bear to help make sure that we get

it.
If we are turned down on this re
quest by the Government I shall have
grave fears for the future of our flsh-

‘ng business. The program I have
drawn up deals with the restocking of
our lobster, clam, quohaug and scallop
beds. Present conditions are serious
The supply of these particular sea
foods is reaching the point of exhaus
tion and it will be but a few years be
fore they are extinct on the coast of
Maine, unless something is done.
I estimate that from 40,000 to 50 000
persons are dependent upon the
harvesting of these foods for their
STRIKINGLY SUCCESSFUL
living. Doesn't this convince that
With the closing of Its doors and it is an important industry. If ;e
the return to their owners of the do not work together and demand
this money from Washington now
articles loaned to it. the story of the
and allow business of this size to die
Antique Etposition passes into the
completely, what is to become of the
local history of Camden, and reaches
lives and hopes of these families
over a spread of territory that covers
Permanent relief? Another terrible
Penobscot Bay and extends to points
blow at the business backbone of
far remote. The story of the suc
our State?
cesses of it as told somewhat ln
The time is ripe now to put our
detail in tht; paper's preceding issue,
fisheries back on a paying basis. The
is the story of an admirable co Government is spending a lot of
ordination of the public spirit with money and will spend more to help
which the members of the summer its people. Pew proposed projects
visiting colony and our own home are more worthy and more construcfolks, enthusiastically joined hands. tive than ours
A detail that curried a special note
j
wlth this money j
of interest was the fact that out of can pnt the ftehing Industry in Maine
the homes of our own people of these back
Where y was 25 years ago
regions there should have been When practically every fisherman
brought such a large and valuable owned hls own home, his boat and
collection of articles that gave to had money in the bank. I believe that j
the exhibit the prominence which this money will be returned in bene
evoked out of visitors from the coun fits to the people many, many times.,
So won't you people of Maine get
try over an admiration that was
unrepressed. The credit for this on the band wagon and talk this matachieved success falls to a considera ter up. Write to your Senator, your (
ble group of patriotic workers, led Representative your President and
by the outstanding figure of the demand a square deal from the New I
chairman. Major Gribbel. And we'd Deal for our fishermen,
like to give a hand lit being ln our
Briefly the program calls for the
line) to Mr Whitehill. officially reg- erection of a lobster rearing plant
istered as Publicity Man. a most ex- through which thousands of young
acting responsibility, to which only lobsters will be started on the road to
the real newspaper man is equal. maturity, and then planted on the
depleted beds Clams and quohaugs
And Mr. Whitehill shone in It.
will be dug from polluted areas by
relief workers and planted in various
REGRETTING ANY DELAY"
sections. They will multiply, grow
In common"^ many other healthy and vigorous and bring reperiodicals of its class, this paper «ef to this branch of the Indus ry
.
...
Scallops will be brought from the’
occasionally has to engage with a
,
contribu- great Oeorges Banks beds and re‘
considerable number of
planted on our own beds. To carry
tions received at the hands of |I out this program the expense Is veryfriendly writers, a courtesy upon small compared with the lasting
their part that the publishers never
t<>
fay Qne Qf
cease to value. In the connection
pres3ed dMges Q{
,n ,
there occasionally ai ises the diffi- I Am€rica
culty of giving to these article a j T thflnk
for
space Mr
promptness of the types that their ■ Editor and hope that you will see fit j
writers would like to see. This ele- I to demand this grant through your
ment of delay in publication is editorial columns. I hope I have j
familiar to the country newspaper, clearly stated the facts of this serious
which sorrows over the fact that situation and that the readers of,
its mechanical resources fall below this paper will realize what such a I
those of’ its larger city contem grant of money would mean to their ]

CLEANSING • DYEING - PRESSING

gave, to hls listeners an under- r
standing of the famous national sport such as the printed narrative
of an observer often fails to realize.
While our visitor was alive to the
pomp and ceremony with which the
one-sided contest is surrounded,
there is a technique to It. so It ap
peared to him, somewhat difficult a
for the visitor fully to grasp. ,
and to view the performance with re
spect to the true merits of It
calls for certain readjustments of
temperament.
President Bird's narrative, both
interesting and informing, left hls
hearers with the Impression that as
a spectator out of the less fantastic
regions ot the North hts sporting
sympathies ran altogther in favor of
the Bull, who from the very begin
ning of matadoric activities hadn't .
a Chinaman's chance.
<

Rotary luncheon
yesterday had Its en
tertainment period
Interestingly filled
by District Presi
dent Alan L. Bird,
who told an additional story associ
ated with his recent visit to the Ro
tary International convention held
ln Mexico.
President Bird's former addresses
had dealt informtngly with the con
vention details and a general review
of Mexican business and social life
as presented to the visitor from the
North. This time he told the story
of that extraordinary sport feature
of the Latin peoples, the bull fight.
In his visits to the sporting arena
thc speaker had brought awny the
twin faculties of keen observation
and retentive memory of details, so
that hls picture of the bull-fight
...... ......................

be granted We have offered a constructlve program for its expenditure
wm be of lasting benefit to our
gtate an(j bring one of our most lm- *

ARTHUR F. LAMB

CAMDEN GAINS HALF GAME

YOUR BOUCLES
AND

KNIUED GARMENTS
NEED

When Rockland Passes Chance To Win—A Fast
Tie At Thomaston Last Night
Penobscot. Penobscot.
The waves seem to cry
Under the blue
Of the summer sky.

What are you looking for
Sitting there
Out where the ledges
Are black and bare

And who Is hearing
The dark refrain
Of the gulls and the water.
Daddy Lane?

As bodies of seals
When the sun ls gleaming?
What are you dreaming.
What are you dreaming?

Penobscot, Penobscot.
The tide is crying
Rising, rising
And dying, dying.

The tide runs high
And the tide runs low
And the ships like banners
Come and go.

And who hears the wash
In the coves again.
Who hears the wave's hiss,
Daddy Lane?

Blowing out
Past the Spindle. Narrows;
The tide lifts
Like a snake and harrows

Not like rain
On a tir-kllng glass.
Not like rain
On the slender grass.

The crumbling shore
Of the land again;
Who hears the spindrift,
Daddy Lane?

But something woven
Ot wind and thunder,
Striking the flat
Cf the ledges under

When we are dust
I*, the dark hereafter,
You will be hearing
The seagull laughter;

The east wind.
Blowing salt to the mouth.
Not like tropic wind
Up from the south,

When we lie under
The rose and grass,
You will be hearing
The eons pass.

Speeding the albatross
And the gull.
But something heavy
That seems to pull

The bee will suck
At a golden root,
The wine of summer
Drip from the fruit;

( timing Gamr-i
This afternoon « o'clock*—Camden
at St. Oeorge.
Sunday—Rockland at Thomaston
Monday—Camden at St George
Tuesday—Thomaston at Camden
Wednesday — Rockland at St
George and Camden vs. Belfast at
Lincolnville (exhibition*.
• • • •

The League Standing

»

The mathematical chance still ex
ists. Camden still has seven games
to play, including a tie; Thomaston
eight games, including a tie, St.
Oeorge six games Including a tie, and
Rockland eight games. The stand
ing:
W
L
PC.
Camden _______ 15
2
883
Thomaston ____ 10
6
625
8t. George _____ 7
11
388
Rockland _____ 2
15
.118
• • • •
( amdrn 3. Rorkland 0

,

'
1

Camden through cutbatting their op
ponents more than two to one.
The hero of this encounter was that
modest pitcher-fielder Polky, whose
single drove in one of St George's
runs, and whose marvelous shoe
string catch, followed by a double
play, robbed Thomaston of almost
certain defeat. Also robbed Flana
gan of a two-base hit, to go along
with his two singles. Thomaston had
ten men left on bases
M Sawyer was on the mound six
innings, and held the Colts to four
hits. Two of these were made In the
sixth Inning, but even then St.
Oeorge would not have scored bnt for
a dropped fly and a wild pitch Only
one hit was made off Walker in the
three remaining Innings. Colbath was
hit safety in all but two Innings.
Four fait double plays were made
in this futile game, which can be
counted one of the season's best.
Thomaston
ab r bh tb po a e
Dimick. 2b......... 4 1 2
3
2
Walker. If. p .... 4 1 3
1
Flanagan, 3b .... 5 0 2
2
Felt, ss _______ 3 0 1
9
Bucklin, c ......... 4 0 1
2
Robbins, cf ....... 3 0 0
Moody, lb ......... 3 0 1 1 8 1
Condon, rf ___ 4 0 1 2 0 0
M. Sawyer, p. If 4 0 0 0 0 4
34 2 11 13 27 11
St. George
ab r bh tb po a e
I. Simmons. 3b ..
31 0 0 1 3 0
Wiley, ss_____ 4 0 112 10
Monaghan, if .... 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
M. Simmons, lb 4 1 0 0 11 1 1
Smalley, 2b ...... 4 0 1 1
3 3 0
C Mackie, c ___ 4 0 1 2 5 1 0
Polky. cf .......... 4 0 113 10
E Mackie, rf .... 4 0 1 1 0 0 0
Colbath, p ........... 3 0 0 0 0 2 0
38 2 5 6*26 13 1
• Condon attempted bunt on third
strike.
Thomaston ....... 10001000 0—2
St. Oeorge ......... 10000100 0—2
Two-base hits, Dimick. Pelt. Con
don, C. Mackie. Base on balls, off M
Sawyer 1, off Colbath 3. Struck out,
by M Sawyer 6. by Walker 3, by Col
bath 4. Hit by pitcher, Dimick. Sac
rifice hit. Moody. Double plays, M.
Sawyer, Moody and Felt: C. Mackie
and M. Simmons; I. Simmons, Smal
ley and M. Simmons; Polky and Smal
ley. Umpires, Fowler and Smalley.
Scorer, Winslow.
• • • •

Expert and Experienced Workmanship

To Be Properly Cleansed and Reblocked
To Your Individual Measurements
Our Method of Handling This Type of Gar

ment Insures You Of Perfect Drape and Fit
As Well As Perfect Cleansing.
SEND YOUR DRESSES TO US
FOR EXPERT WORKMANSHIP

Z

LAMB’S
ROCKLAND, MAINE
102*lt

With two good pitchers strutting
their stuff, and bbth teams fielding
faces the Hallowell team with Jude
KNOX PROBATE COURT"
brilliantly behind them, the seven
and Luce as the visitors' battery.
Inventories have been filed ln these
inning go at Camden Thursday night
Other well known players in the Hal estates:
Taut at the throat
The berries redden,
furnished the spectators with plenty
Till one loses breath.
The aster climb
lowell outfit are Ballard. Lovell, Merril B. Clark, Warren,
8100.
Blowing the grass
Up the ladder
of good entertainment.
Johnson. Woodbury, Trask, LeClair, Ida M. Cain. Rockport
2978
And the tansy to death.
Of summertime.
Opportunity knocked loudly at the
Duplisea. Leighton, Church and Vi Fred E. Buzzell, Rockport,
1250.
Orphans' door in the fifth Inning but
Penobscot. Penobscot,
Penobscot. Penobscot,
nal. Manager Maynard's sleep is Frank Cunningham, Washington 516
The waves seem to cry
The gulls seem to cry
not quite loud enough to awake Mctroubled as he looks ahead to this William E. Creamed, Washington 175.
Under the blue
Under the blue
1 Alary who was caught napping at
game.
Of the summer sky,
Of the summer sky,
Byron L. Rider, Rockport.
290.
third. There were three men on bases
Dexter Simmons, Rockland.
4130.
And who ls hearing
And who is hearing
at the time and only one down. But
Frank C. Flint, Rockland,
3866
The dark refrain
The dark refrain
for this disaster a different finis might
Of the gulls and the water.
Of the gulls and the water,
Clarence Thompson, St Oeorge 1478
DR.
CHAS.
N.
THURLOW
have been written, but—there's no
Daddy Lane?
Daddy Lane?
Cora E. Kittredge. Rockland.
2292.
with
use crying over spilt milk.
DR. R. L. STRATTON
Bennett added to his string of vlcWritten for the Vinalhaven Band
Special Bargains in Dry Cleaning
Children's Work a Specialty
concert, and read by its author.
i tories by allowing only two hits, one
again
next week at Peoples' Laundry.
Offlre
Hours
8.00
to
5.30
TeL
611-M
HAROLD VINAI.
of which could as well have been
Bring in your bundle or telephone
420 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
called an error for the fielder. Ham
87-tf
170 for free collection and delivery.
ls AN WITH THE FLAGS
"We will not be undersold."—adv.
ELMER ALLEN'S CHAT alainen. pitching for the first time
since his accident at St. George, al
lowed only three hits, but passed five
W. Locke Rockwell, Sum
Reminds the Kids That Base and patched one. two of Camden's
mering At Jefferson, Has a
balls cost money — Kid three scores resulting.
Change of Heart
The crowd applauded some extra
naped By a Doctor
fine plays, the recipients of this spe
Over around Jefferson Lake they
cial applause being Ellis. Karl and
call him “The Man of Mysterious Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Leonard.
Well,
the
fine
ball
team
from
the
Flags "
Bagley had the distinction of being
Regular Price, $39.95
He hoisted one May 27, the day mountain village of Camden met its
the only player to hit for an extra
|
Waterloo
here
Monday
afternoon
at
that the United States Supreme
SATURDAY’S CASH PRICE
base. .
Court made its famous decision on the-hands of our ball team, the score
Camden
being 5 to 4 in our favor. Our boys
the NRA.
ab rbh tb po
He hoisted another on the day have lost several games with this Weed,
poraries. The apologetic note of this State.
following the special election in team this season by one score. It is Gross,
Rodney E Peyler
paragraph is offered to these kind
Come In and See It
hoped the spell is broken and that
friends whose contributions occa Commissioner of Sea and Shore Rhode Island.
we may have no further trouble ln Plaisted. 2b...... 3
He
was
preparing
to
hoist
one
Fisheries
sionally encounter this detail of
Wadsworth, lb .. 3
after the special election ln Ohio, beating this fine team.
postponement in publication; with
Lord, ss.............. 3
fc • • •
TO A HIGHER COURT
but it seems like somebody doesn't
the assurance that the earliest pos
Bagley, cf ........ 2
The St. George team is having a lot
Camden faces its supreme test Sun
want to have a special election ln
ROCKLAND, MAINE
sible moment will find the looked——
"Dinsmore, 3b .... 2
of hard luck in losing base balls that
day afternoon at 3 o'clock, when it
for article adding to the Interest of Will Be Taken Deportation Case Of Ohio.
Thomas, c ........ 3
Rorkland Paving Cutter
"And I'm coming down in Novem get knocked foul and into the bleach Leonard. If
the paper's columns.
. 2
ber 1936 to hang out a flag for near ers. Our young school boys and some Bennett, p ........ 1
older
ones
are
let
Into
the
games
free.
,1 FOREMOST IN LONG YEARS
Richard H. Armstrong, Biddeford ly every State in the Union," The
Some of these boys chase the balls
attorney, said Thursday that the In Man of the Mysterious Flags told a
21 3 3 4 21 10 1
and put them in their pockets and
That our Maine Three-Quarter ternational Labor Defense had in Courier-Oazette reporter Tuesday.
Rockland
say they cannot find them Others
Century Club should have "made"
The man? Why, to be sure, its W.
ab r bh tb PO a e
structed him to appeal the decision of
hide them in the bushes until the
the editorial column of that worldLocke Rockwell of East Orange, N. J.
Olover,
3b
.......
3 0 0 0 2 0 0
game ls over and then take them
known periodical, the New York Federal Judge Peters who denied a I
Was a Wilson Democrat, ran for a
Karl, 2b ........... 2 0 0 0 3 1 0
away
with
them.
We
dislike
to
say
the
in very allon
Times, is further tribute to the in- writ of habeas corpus lor Gustav A. Congressional nomination on the
much about this matter, but these Ellis, cf ............ 3 0 1 1 2 0 0
terest with which the distant eye Saderquist. alien Rockland stone-: Democratic ticket, and was formerly
Putnam, c ...... 2 0 0 0 4 0 1
turns to what is going on in this J cutter, ordered deported by the im- j of the State Board Tenement House baseballs cost $2 each. Manager
Rawley says the practice of stealing •Barter ........... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
down-east corner in the way of migration service as a known Com- Commissioners ln New Jersey.
baseballs has got to stop. He proposes McAlary, lb...... 2 0 0 0 4 0 1
what is social as well as political, i munist.
W. Locke Rockwell is a Democrat to make an example of the next boy French, rf ....... 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Noting the club's age of admission
Judge Peters' opinion said Sader- no more and finds himself wltlh lots
who takes baseballs from the field McCarty, If...... 3 0 1 1 2 0 0
by-law, our valaed contemporary ' quist himself had testified he was a I of company.
Dondis, ss ........ 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
without permission.
Communist and the immigration
comments:
“The trend of affairs ls against
2 0 0 0 0 1 0
z
• • • •
Hamalainen, p
Seventy-five? That is the way that service had “substantial evidence x x x the Roosevelt administration," said
Johnny Bal! ls the mascot of the
boys begin.
Such voung persons to support a warrant for such an Mr. Rockwell. "He's a dead cock in
21 0 2 2 18 3 2
St. George ball team and makes fun
should be admitted only as postulants alien's deportation."
the
pit,
and
doesn't
know
it.
’
•
Barter
batted
for Putnam in the
for
everyone.
His
droll
sayings
to
or members of the preparatory school,
Armstrong declared the Interna
And pei haps this explains the the visiting players keep the people seventh.
when age is “ripe.” Tlie Psalmist's
.
i fourscore is a poetical round number tional Labor Defense had instructed mystery of the man with the flags.
Camden ................. 0 10 0 11 x—3 I
good natured.
representing a youth’s idea of old age him to take the case to the U. S. Cir
• • • •
Two-base hit, Bagley. Base on j
1 in an era of primitive medical science. cuit Court Of Appeals and, if neces
MAINE FAIR DATES
These items were begun la-~t week balls, off Bennett 3. off Hamalainen
: Tfiq diffusion of annuities and oldAug. 26-30—Waterville.
age pensions will do much to correct sary. to the U. S. Supreme Court.
but before I could finish them a 5. Struck out, by Bennett 6, by Ham
Aug. 31-Sept. 2—-South Windsor.
the uncertain and unsound chro
doctor from Fort Fairfield kidnapped alainen 4. Hit by pitcher, Weed.
nology of senescence. Conservative | Veteran and fiddler from Rockland." I
Sept. 2-4—Bluehill.
me and took me to Skowhegan made Sacrifice hits, Weed, French. Double
opinion in Maine is inclined to think A d wbat angle of the earth, the
Sept. 2-5—Presque Isle.
me witness all the races. baseball, play, Dinsmore ahd Wadsworth.
that pressure of numbers will force
6
Li .
... for High-speed
Sept. 2-7—Lewiston.
the reorganization of the Three-, editor concludes, with a little catch ,
side shows (no pari-mutuel); and Umpires, Fowler and Johnson. Scorer,
Quarters into the Ninety Year Club of homesickness ln hls pen, "smiles i
Sept. 10-11—Unity.
then took me to an overnight camp, Winslow.
• • • •
Sept. 10-12—Machias.
j And with an added gesture of more to those 'gitttn along In years’
and hanged ine on a coat hanger.
Thomaston 2, St. George 2
Sept. 17-19—Cherryfield.
■ grace the editorial writer brings into than the Maine countryside?"
That was the first time I ever enjoyed
Darkness last night left these teams
Let us modestly respond: There is
Sept. 17-19—Farmington.
'
A
the lime-light of his overwhelming
a night's sleep standing.
deadlocked
on Styvie Hill, and Walk
ho
such
angle.
Maine
leads,
and
Sept.
24-20
—
Union.
TOP ‘CYUHDE R OH
EVERY GALLON 'CONTAINS
E'.mer
E.
Allen
circulation our own Col. Fernando
er's men lost a chance to gain on
Oct. 8-10—Topsham.
Tenants Harbor, Aug. 22
I Phllbrick, "nonagenarian Civil War leads happily.
•nr

SATURDAY’S RADIO SPECIAL

11 TUBE RAJESUC CONSOLE

HOUSE-SHERMAN

i cool hot-headed motors
soys...

CksiNetk

E

G

GASOLINE

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
,

--------

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug 3S—Annual auto tour of XnoxLlncoln Farm Bureau
Aug
27—Union—Benefit party for
Vose Library sponsored by Community
club
Aug 27—Stonington IB a. m daylight)
—Hearing on Deer Ule-Bedgwlck Bridge
at Aug
Stonington
Opera
27 <2 to
830)House.
Woman'a Educa-
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Oscar A. Tolman of Southwest Har
bor has been engaged to start the
1 Union races.
d.»„

Braced
graceQ

-a.weather
h.«

Dw,

with
wun

ideal
1Qcal

weatner

and
anu

A MUSICAL BENEFIT

“FOUR STARS” TO THE FORE

Warren

Sustajne() interest ]„ Uniqne News Feature Is

streets thronged with shoppers. Yes,,
terday a business was excellent and
the
tnerelfunts
are
1,
—
—
T
ub forward
tnc mercnunts are icu.ung lorwaru
tlonal Club Rally Day. at Rose cllffa. to even greater volume of .trade
Mrs E M Lawrence. Beech street Box
After suffering a week from the Tire and Bnttery Service to satisfied
lunch. Judge Pattangall evening speaker today.
heavily overloaded columns coinci patrons here eight years.
Aug 28—Camden—Knox County Flab
and Oame Aasoclaton meets at Yacht
Isaac It. Simmons at 724 Main
Rev. C. E. Brooks, on hls annual dent w 1th Dollar Days, the Four Star
Club.
Patuw’l'aSaE.
Wu£{Sn£ vacation, sends greetings from Red folks come Into their own today street, has had sn accommodation
lawn. Beech
. _ street. _ .. „
. „ Apple Camp ln Macwahoc. a pleas-, with answers for three Issues. In- neighborhood store since 1921.
, AH? 2B—Camden -Ruth Page, dancer.
w„v«iri«
eluded are three more clever Jingles
Irl R Hooper, host at The Narra
in opera House
ant wayside resort wiiere Knox |
“
Aug 30- Annual ball of Rockland Fire, _
........... , __ ,
.
" gansett Hotel, can accommodate
i *from the ‘fertile pen of Hazel N.
Department at ocean view Bail Room I County visitors always receive n
first prize
for wto- ,rom
from ou
SO to CO people, ln hls 30 comAug 31-1
31—Monhegan
Monhegan Yacht rare
race
happy pectin, ,roni Mrs BPlty Mc. Curtts who taker, u.av
pr«e .or
Mn“, B*P^c7.»?onn“at The'aami.7 Grath, the hostess
day' As special recognition of Dol-1 fortable rooms.
Maine
8ept 2—Labor Day
___
lar Days the contest Judges double
Fred C. Maloney. pro|u*letor of
Sept 3-Union—Schools open.
Sept S—Warren echoole open
Janies Cagney and Pat O'Brien will l*P the dollar prizes with Miss Made- Central Oarage, will save you 50 per
Sept 5-6 - Camden — Maine Library
be seen at Strand Theatre Sunday, >yn Rawley and Mrs Clara Overlock cent on hls Apex Rebuilt Tires and
Association meeting
give you a six-months written guarMonday and Tuesday In 'The Irish In winning.
CUMING REUNIONS
[ antee.
Aug 25—Coffln-Dow family at tlie Us," the big laugh hit of the year
A man of noir.e note is Ed Dean
home of Mr and Mrs Oeorge Greenlaw. Wednesday and Thursday, "College
-Roland A. OcntHner. Whose new
On hls place he'» ra'sed many a bean
Waldoboro.
Your palate fair tickler
Scandal;
”
Friday
and
Saturday,
j
service station st 148 Union street Is
Aug 28 -Kalloch family at home of
When eating hls pickle i
Arthur D Kalloch. Thomaston.
And hls peas an- a sight to be seen.
managed by Alwln French, was
Aug
28 Fogler-Payson family st "Hooray For Love."
Oeorge St Clair • cottage. Crescent I
opened
for your accommodation
At Broad vay. the corner of Cedar
Beach
,
. I
Is a man who In cars Is a leader.
on May 8
Aug 28 -Mank family at North Wal- PATTANGALL
COMING
J
If it's grease, oil or gassing
doboro Orange hall
Lloyd Hafnell, popular leader of
There's no need ol passing
Aug 28—Hills family at the home of
He's got Just the right kind to feed 'er
Mrs Eta Bennett. Liberty. If stormy,1
hls Georgian Orchestra at the Oak
The
public
will
have
an
eppnri
•
•
•
•
first fair day.
Aug 2g—Wentworth family at Ralph
land Park has been 21 years ln music.
Charles Blackington. m'lkmin by
(unity to hear formrr Chief Jus- |
Young's residence. Union.
trade.
Pierre Havener, now cuts 3,000 tons
Aug 2D—Robinson family at St Oeorge
Has easily made the up grade.
tire William K. Pattangall In a |
Orange hall.
The thought he put over
I of Ice a year at hls Chlckawaukle i.
discussion of national affair*
Aug 2D -Hoffam reunion at Jolgea
That placed him 'n ckrer
i Lake plant for hls Rockland cusiroperty. Thomaston
It pure milk, and hut thb plan paid
next Tuesday _ night when he
Aug 31—Whitmore family at K. of P.' tomers.
hall. North Haven
speaks at 7.30 on the lawn of
Thursday's fbushes say:
Aug 31 -Leadbetter family at Crock
"RoseclifTs." the residence of Mr.
etts hall. North Haven.
Francis . Havener, live wire elec-1 E»»t ■Saturday's flushes tell us
and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, Beech
trlcal conti actor. has as hls slogan **iat
Captain Alfred P. Chapman of the j
street. Hon. George C. Webber
A. C. McLoon, president of the
You Ring Me—I'll Wire You.”
State Prison staff Is having hls an-1
of Auburn, who has been menAnna I,. Oordan, dealer in society American Lobster Company and
nual vacation.
tioned as a possible candidate | prlnUng „nd gUls starUd lhh> bug|. commissi sn agent for Thc Texas
for the Congressional nomma- j ness Noy ? iaM
Company, distributes from 1,750,000
Tlie Crescent Beach Association
tlon. may also speak. Everybody j
Billy Ke,;enway u odobgaUng hls to 2.000,030 gallons of that uniform, ►
has its annual banquet at Crescent
inv***-* fourth birthday in his own business, quick stinting Texas gas and oil <
Beach Inn next Tuesday night.
yearly.
-fr. » — —----- , .----------------------- g. 10 Limerock street, this week.
Mrs. May V. Truscott has been |
Landscape gardening on the Com- I There will be a meeting over E. C.
Ernest Munro believes in keeping
munity
Yacht Club premises, ts . Moran's office Monday night at 7 30 of his word and passing out a smile withmaking people happy at Owl's Head1
adding
to the attractionsof the Ward Five Democratic voters. Elec- hla service, and that Ls what has Inn 16 years.
),
Public Landing property.
tlon ol vice president and secretary made his business keep on growing.
Bernard C. Kaler, electrical con_____
of the ward. Chairman. Edwin KenMaybelle Atkins, proprietor of | tractor has made electricity runi

evening at the Baptist Church under

the

THE CHURCHES
SERMONETTE

Changed Lives

*

AMBULANCE
SERVICE

direction

of

Chester

Wyllie

A

cel was pnttlly decorated with sea
sonal flowers.
An unusually good musical pro
gram was given with these numbers: |
Olorlous Forever, Rachmaninoff,
and Sylvia. Speaks, by the chorus.
Contralto—Day
Dream,
Anton
Streleszkl; Lassie O'MIne, Walt by
Gladys 6. Morgan, violin obligato,
Miss Bertha Luce of Thomaston, ac
companist. Edna Oregory.
Tenor—Asthore, Celeste, by Harold
Oreene, accompanied by Mrs Kath
leen O'Hara of Rockland
Contralto—I Love Thee, Edvard
Grieg, The Little Hills Are Calling.
Morris, I Love a Little Cottage,
O’Hara, by 'Nettle Bird Frost, ac
companist, Kathleen O'Hara.
Two readings. Farmer WhlppleBachelor and An Old Sweetheart of
Mine, the latter musical and accom
panied by Mrs. Helen Wentworth ol
Hope; At Twilight, Tliome, and The
Miller's WoolngJ»anlr.g, by chorus,
violin obligato. Miss Luce; offering,
and piano solo, 'Mrs. Avis Norwood;
violin solos. Caprice Vlennols, Krelsler, Oriental, Cue and Krelsler's Ar- |
rangement of the Rosary, Nevln, by
Miss Bertha Luce of Thomaston, ac
companied by Miss Edna Oregory.
Viking (Song, Coleridge - Taylor,
male chorus; vocal solos, Tlie Oolden
Key, Bond. A Little Bit of Honey, '
Bond, and At Dawning, Cadmau, by
Mrs. Carrie C. Wyllie, accompanied
by Mrs. Avis Norwood; Unfold Ye
Portals, Gounod. Theme from the
Redemption, chorus.
Mrs. Avis Norwood was accompan
ist for the chorus numbers. Among
the 36 singers were. Mrs Ruth Perry.
Mrs. Carrie Wyllie, Mrs Ruby Kai-'

loch, Mrs. Doris Overlock, Miss
Olive Teague. Miss Janet Wade, Miss
Edith French, Mrs. Mildred Berry,
Miss Phyllis Perry, Mrs Louie Drew
ett, Miss Katheryn Peabody, Mrs
Orace Wyllie, Miss Hilda Aspey, Mrs
Jennie Kennlston, Miss BerthB J
Teague. Miss Annie Starrett, Mrs
Hazel Pease, Rev. Howard A. Welch.
Howard A Wench, Jr. John Rob
inson, Charles Wilson, Roger Teague.
Fred Kennlston, Harold Overlock. 1
Roland Berry of Warren; Mrs.
Oladys Morgan, Mrs. Nettle Bird
Frost, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Green, j
Harold Green, Ross (McKinney of
Rockland; Mrs. Helen Wentworth of
Hope. Mrs Virginia Thompson and
Mrs. Helen Yeo of Medford, Mass
and Warren, Mrs. Chester E. A Star
rett and daughter, Miss Helen Star
rett of Warren and Providence.
All numbers were excellently given
and much appreciation ls tendered I
those who participated, especially thc I
singers who came from Rockland to
assist. A circle supper preceded the j
concert served by the Baptist Ladies' j
Circle, to which the participants of!
the concert were guests, the supper j
served by Miss Tena McCallum, Mrs [
Laura Seavey, Mrs. 'Rota Coburn,
Mrs. Blanche Moore. Mrs. Mbry
Moore and Mrs. E. V. Oxton.
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LIMEROCK ST.,

AMERICAN LEGION BLDG.

The Wonderful Response To Our Prices This Week
Proves Again Thai the Public Knows Good
Value in Dry Cleaning

Here It Is Again!

Suits
Coats
Dresses
(Whites Not Included)

Beautifully Dry Cleaned

Volume Production Makes Possible This

Wonderful Cash and Carry Service

LUCIEN K. GREEN
16 SCHOOL ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEX. 541

A fine assortment of

RACCOON COATS
On display at very low prices for quality garments
ALSO

A few handsome

CLOTH SPORT COATS
for fall and winter

Better call and look them over soon

CORNER
DRUG STORE
No. 2282 gets Round Trip Tlekrl to
Boston This Week
No. 2026 gets One Way Ticket To
Boston
No. 1974 gets Free Ticket To thr
Strand Theatre
102-lt

Russell
Funeral Home
Successor to Bowes & Orozler
9 < LAKEMONT ST.
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
Mra. Minnie Crozier
Branches at Union and Rockport
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 23M

A WRONG IDEA

HEAT FLASHES
Flash! What? A Nudist Colony at
Ash Island? Can't be! Chicago, Mi
ami, Los Angeles, maybe—but not
Maine. No one around. Water clean
and cold. Sunday pretty hot. Temp
tation could wrap itself up In a swim.
'Nother Flash! That wasn't any
Nudist Colony. Questions all out of
order. There could be worse swim
suits for two than a bath towel and
those modern scanties the ads tell
about. Maybe you've fallen back on
that kind of suit yourself. Besides—
there wasn't anyone around!
—Contributed.
,

The idea that there Is no “mortgage money" to be had In Rock
land la wrong. Our Shareholders deposit QUITE A LOT OF MONEY
with us each month, and our business ia to loan It on first mort
gages on homes. You can borrow from Us at SIX FER GENT to
buy a home, or to improve your homr. or pay off thr present mort
gage on your homr. We make no loans for commercial purposes.
We charge no bonus, and by our plan of easy monthly payments
the loans are getlinr smaller all the time. We have the money. Do
you want some of It? Come in and we will talk about it.

ROCKLAND, ME.
1028tf

IS SCHOOL STREET.

CRAG WINS SIXTH

Crag, sailed by Osgood Bros, won
yesterday's HAJ. race at Camden,
crossing the line Just 25 seconds
ahead of Wildflower, sailed by Andy
Hutchins, and 40 seconds ahead of
Catch Me, Gardner-Hutchins. The
blme was 4 h, 44 m, 10s.

z

NOTICE!
To the Citizens and Taxpayers of St. George:

Too bsd, but nevertheless true, that unless there

is abetter response to the payment of taxes there
will be no schools open in St. George this year.
No business can continue to function with an

annual deficit of from $5,000 to $10,000.
Fred H. Smalley,
Fred S. Seavey,

SON I

K K

L

i

826 76 was netted and will be added (
to the organ fun. Under the tasty
hand of Mrs. E. V. Oxlon, the chan

Funeral Parlors

A. 0. DAVIS

C

From the concert given Thursday

Among the historical churches
of Boston towers the Park Street
Church. This pulpit, In Its Influ
ence for rlghteou'iness, stands sec
ond to none. It ls associated
with the very earliest memories of
jny life. For many years Its dis
tinguished pastor. Dr. A. Z. Con
rad. has here declared the gospel
of Jesus Christ.
Tn a recent letter to me, this
great servant of Ood says: We
are living ln troublous times, and
I am absolutely convinced that
not changed laws but changed
lives is the antecedent to every
kind of recovery "
Changed lives! 1 aje, that is
the great force that Is marking
the new era Into which we are
ushered. For, make no mistake,
life ls never again to be as It was
before the crash ln nineteen
hundred twenty-nine, unless the
world ls to perish utterly. Out of
this welter of misery, unemploy
ment. poverty, hunger and upset
of our financial agencies, great
healing forces are being released
North Nobleboro women have drlck.
Foss House, has 27 cheerful cozy down wires 16 years.
Society, civilization Itself, Is
their annual chicken supper next
-------rooms, including four two -room
Karl B. Ross, the “Baby Milk Man being made conscious that to sur
Wednesday night at 530 standard,1 A popular vacation In :.ome places apartmellts (Or ber patrons.
! of Rockland" has supplied milk nine
vive. a new concept of :a)clal Jus
at the Community hall. Wallace E. Is to locate car* from as many State
Charles W Livingston made hls years at retail and wholesale.
tice must sweep the world. Old
Spear hopesRockland folks will at- ** possible Has anybody in Rock- flrst automoblle spring here, the first
Shirley Baibour opened hls well
age pensions, not to be confused
tend.
land ,ried ll' and lf 80 wtth what re’ time an automobile spring ever broke liked confectionery store at 594 Main | with pauperism, a more equita
-------wit? In Boston, tother day. Al ,n
ind
street on Oct. 29.
ble distribution of wealth among
The second .anuual ball of th« Jones espied^an Ilhnofe car numbered
charies H MCintosh. who ts Red jIrvin J. and Carrie
Cray, have |
Its creators, a greater sense of
Do we hear a higher
Rockland Fire Department will be 1279.444
Grange's competitor started in ice provided their neighborhood with a
responsibility
among
citizens.
held Aug. 30 in Ocean View Ball number?
“Handy Store" at 6 Broad street, Crime,
business on New Years Day. 1924.
recklessness,
abandon,
Room, the proceeds to be devoted to j
I^sst Tuesday's flashes tell us that: since 1920.
drunkenness, sin. Is there any
Such burning questions as how best
the purpose of new rubber coats
Dr.
Blake B. Annls has been prac- I Carl Work, A. & P. Manager at remedy for these save ln changed
to stamp out world-wide poverty are
and boots.
open for discussion at "Rosecllff" at rising Chiropractic tn Rockland since The Brook store. 462 Main street, lives? And do you know any way
Chester Stew^TTasmoved from 2 p m. next Tuetfay at the Educa- 1926 Dr. Annls studied medicine at j sells as high 891 pounds of their
to change lives save through the
power of Jesus Christ?
ahe Waldron house onUnion street tlonal Club's rally on Mrs. Lawrence's Bates
College, Lewiston, Maine not three-coffees a week.
m the Dane house on High street lawn. Beech street, and members are "Blake College." as we incorrectly , Clifford E. Herrick, became owner
William A. Holman.
to the Dane house on High «ree; ,
a nrnblem
mUue stofy>
of
H &
J&n.
«, k WaiCron who has spent the invited to extend such a problem list statqd
past year at Spruce Head, will oc- ,« ■W** 10 «ch as mosl Vltal an(l Sherman Lord' has be4’n «l'lng] 1WB.
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne, former
cupy the Union street house.
, thus assist solution. Can deep-seated---------------------------------------------------pastor of the First Baptist Church,
Miss Margery Jackson is chairman now of Holyoke, Mass . will be the
_____
and deplorable conditions be instantAlbert McCarty has returned from
E I. Wadsworth was yesterday • ly overcome and how and by whom? Hatchet Mountain Camp where he of the public supper at Legion hall guest minister at the former church.
tonight, und rethe auspices of Ameri Sunday. Hls subjects, The Ache
fined 8100 and costs and sentenced Who possesses the answer for achlev- was a counsellor for the season,
can Legion Auxiliary.
to 30 days ln Jail on a drunken drlv- j ing universal social Justice in our
and Cure of Loneliness," 1030. and
Tobacco worms are raiding Bath
The Scorn of Small Things." 7.30
Ing charge. He appealed and gave Jigsaw world?
Mrs. Nettle Bird Frost Is continu_____
tomato plants, according to the
Mrs. Browne will sing "Green Pas
ball. Hls car had been in collision
Miriam Rebekah Lodge met Tues- Times, and may have found their way ing her classes ln vocal Instruction
tures,” Sanderson, and, with Miss
with one driven by Stuart Foster.
I day. The first nomination of officer. into Knox County, as pests seldom under the FERA at her home at 48 Hildreth, a duet. T Waited for the
Manager Dandenean of Park took place with this result: Noblo skip us. The tobacco worm is de- Camden street. Tuesday and Thurs- Lord,” Mendelssohn, at the morning
Theatre is going to forget pictures grand. Mrs. Lllliam Post; vice grand, scribed as a brilliant green, three day evenings. 7 to 9.
_____
service, and “Vespers," Fisher, In the
for a while—or thinks he ts—while Mrs. Ida Huntley; recording secretary inches long and half an Inch In dlMiss Ellen Daly, superintendent at evening, when Mr. and Mrs Browne
on a vacation motor trip to Wash- Mrs Nettle Stewart; financial sec- ameter. Kill 'em at once.
Knox Hospital. Is having two weeks' »IU *I8O ring a duet. C. E. service
dngton. D. C Robert Husey, who ac- retary Mrs. Nina Davis; treasurer.
vacation from her duties, and Is ln ' at 630. led by Misses Marlon and
Miss Therese Smith. The entertain- |
* G(M>D ST^BT
J
companies him, has agreed not to
Boston.
Virginia Leach of Hackensack, N. J.
mention the subject.
, ment <*nUred around a mock double
_____
wedding, a tribute to the lodge's new
It is rumored that Margaret Anglin i Rev. Helen H. Carlson conducts
|
The Camden Fire Depart- I
Nobody would think of Axel , brides, Mrs June Parkes Bodnian | ment'* rampaiga for flrst aid
celebrated actress, ls to appear at the the service at Holman chapel. IngraBrunberg as being absent-minded; ! and Mrs. Jessie Shute Snowman. Tlie | equipment, Ls still in its infancy,
Camden Opera House the evening of j ham (Hill, at 2 30 p. m„ topic, “Knowhe's too alert and wideawake for "ceremonies" took place under two
Labor Day In a new comedy written ing Christ.
but already bears the earmarks
that; but when he Tiad completed gorgeously decorated bridal arches. I qiof sucrrss
plrllulu example
for her by an English playw’right.
success. AA ,splendid
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal.
the long walk to his Summer street and In the wedding parties were Mil- | has bffn
by Chjef Eneineer
home and found that hts car was ton Rollins and Ruth Davis as brides ! Allen F. Payson, who made three
Another rehearsal of the Welling Rev. E. O. Kneyon rector, cervices for
still parked down-town, the only Jesse Carroll and Howard Rollins, as
ton Smith Chorus in Thomaston. tomorrow will be Holy Communion at
rails, and returned with three
thing he could do was to have a quiet ’ grooms Carl Chaples enacted the role
Watts hall, Monday at 7:45. The 7:30; Holy Eucharist and sermon at
cheeks aggregating 8500. The
of minister, and attending were Neil
Chorus Is still open for new members 10:30 vespers at 7:30 p. m.
laugh with himself.
donors were Mrs. Mary Louise
• • • s
Karl and Vesper Orover as grooms
Keen enthusiasm Is being evinced at
Bok. $200; J. H. Montgomery,
At the Congregational Church
these rehearsals, with indications of
A Crlehaven resident reports a Lester Post L. C. Jackson Jr. Lena
$100; and Knox Woolen Co.,
Rev. Stephen Haboush will drama
finer choral work at the forthcoming
temperature of 85 degrees last week , iRollins and Mith Richards as brides$200.
With this fine piece of
tize the 3d Psalm at the morning
concert than of last year.
the hottest she had known It there j maids, Harold Davis and Virginia
work serving as an inspiration,
service, assisted by (Rev C. H. B.
Post
as
maids
of
honor;
William
,
In 47 years.—Ivan Phllbrook of
the boys have no fears about
Se
liger.
The
lecture
recital
given
by
H.
Chrlehaven was the hero of the vil Richards and Lina Carroll as flower
reaching their goal, which is
k • '• b
Wellington
Smith
at
Knox
Hotel
lage the other day when he caught a girls, Mr. and Mrs Nestor Brown as
$2000. A woi thy purpose, remem
Rev. Paul James of Auburn, N. Y„
Wednesday afternoon had gratifying
turtle weighing 700 pounds. — Work ring bearers, George Graves. William
ber.
attendance. Mr. Smith, who is a well-1 wU1 »» tHe PreMher tomorrow momwill begin at once on the Crlehaven Butman. Ida Huntley and Elizabeth :
known baritone and voice teacher of;lng st P™11 Memorial Methodist
breakwater, which ls to extend 300 Crockett as train bearers. The apNew York, showed authoritative Church, sermon subject, “Why Re
propriate costuming, particularly of
The fourth in a series of broadcasts
feet from Mack's Point.
knowledge of hls subject. “Elijah” ligion?” Church school at noon.
the "juveniles" of thc party, won of international Importance being
• •• *
the
masterly oratorio of Mendelssohn,
The Knox County Fish and Oame special comment. After the merri- j brought to the musical world through
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
and
the
tvpes
of
song
approached
Association will hold a meeting of ment was under control, a real re-j the American Radiator Company, wlii
from a dramatic standpoint. Mr Sunday morning at 10.30 the pas
extra special Interest next Wednesday ceptlon was held for Mrs. Bodman j be heard on Sunday at 10 a. ta.,
8mith gave vocal Illustrations with tor's subject will be the “Fou.
night at Camden Yacht Club with and Mrs. Shute who were showered ' direct from the famous Salzburg
Mrs. Edna Wellington 8mtth, herself Closed Doors,” with sermonette for
Ben Ames Williams, the noted author, with many lovely miscellaneous gifts. | Festival in Salzburg, Austria. This
an accomplished pianist and vocal the children. Church school meets
as principal speaker. Kenneth Lee of Miss Madlene Rogers prior to the ■ Festival in progress for the month of
at 11.45, praise and preaching service
coach, at the piano.
the State Forestry Department will “ceremony" read an original poem August is the center of Interest for
at 7.15 and prayer meeting Tuesday
also speak and present motion pic reflecting on the members of the music lovers from all parts of the ♦♦+++4'+4,4,4,4+4,4,++++4,4,4,4"l"l,+ evening at 7.30.
tures. A chicken dinner will be served group, and Mrs. Margery Cummings world. Sunday’s concert Will have a
• • • •
I
■ program of the works of Schubert
at 6.30. daylight.
At First Church of Christ, Scien
sang an appropriate solo.
and Wagner, and the conductor will j,
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
The annual national encampnien?,
be none other than the celebrated *
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
Orand Army of the Republic, is to
Arturo Toscanini, who will have
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
take place at Orand Rapids. Mich.,
under his baton the Vienna ttiiimon tomorrow will be “Mind." Sun
Sept. 8-12. the Maine delegation to
harmonic Symphony Orchestra of 90
day School Is at 11.45. Wednesday
leave on Saturday, Sept. 7. Col. F. S.
pieces.
pvenlnfe testimony meeting ls at
Phllbrick plans to attend and will be
AND
7.30. The reading room ls located
Knox County baseball fans who
accompanied by Col. I. Leslie Crooss.
Safe and comfortable 'trans
at 400 Main street,and ls open week
like to see the big boys ln action
who will attend the national conven
portation of invalids 1s as
days 'from 2 until 6 p. m.
braved the hot ride to Lewiston Tues
tion of the Sons of Union Veterans
Established
1840
sured If a modern ambulance
day and saw the worlds champions
of the Civil War.
Garden Club meeting Tuesday at
Licensed Embalmen and
(St. Louis Cardinals) win an 8 to 3
is
used for the purpose. Our
2:30 at the Bok Home for Nurses will
Attendants
Special Bargains in Dry Cleaning
victory over the lowly Boston Braves.
have Henry Beston of Cape Cod and
Alden Ulmer
new ambulance service fea
Ther^ were home runs galore and
again next week at Peoples' Laundry. John O. Stevens,
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
Nobleboro as speaker Mr. Beston Is
Bring in your bundle or telephone
some classy fielding, but nobody Went
tures the mdst improved type
an author of note, endowed with a
170 for free collection and delivery.
Day or Night Telephone
away with the impression of having
gracious personality, and with a back
of vehicle ta charge of capable
“We will not be undersold.”—adv.
seen a contest. The fans went to see
450
ground of varied Interest.
The
attendants,
tt
1s
available
at
Dizzy Dean and Wally Berger. The
BOARD OF REGISTRArlON
Representatives in all large cities
garden clubs of Rockport, Camden
Notice Is hereby given that the Board
former, in civilian dress, hurled two
ln the United States and Canada
any time.
and Thomaston are Invited.
of Registration will De In session at their
balls across the plate and then Walked
rooms, aprlng street, for the purpose of
AMBULANCE
revising and correcting the voting lists
of! he field smiling his acknowledgHORN
of the City. The sessions will be
Service is Instantly available.
held Aug. 28. 29, 30, 31-Sept. 3. 4, 5, 6. 7 ,
i men of the big hand he received. It
-At Newport, R 7 , AUg. 19.
Experienced attendants on doty.
and 9. 9 a m. to 1 p m. and from
to Lieut, and Mrs Richard Spofford
was conceded that he Is a fine look
3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and ffom 7 p. m. to
(formerly •velyn ’Plrtroskl of Rock
9 p. m. Standard Time. As the last three
Day
and
Night
Telephone
ing
athlete,
and
as
to
hls
ability,
the
land), a son, Tenney
days of said session are for the purpose
TEL.
194
of verifying said lists and to complete
world knows. Wally Berger was a
450
and close up the records of the session,
ma ri d
J formidable figure at the bat, but made
THOMASYoS, KtE.
no names will be added to or stricken
861 MALY ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
BlSlNa-MERCER—At Reading. Mass..
from said lists on said days.
nary a homer. Rabbit Maranville
Aug. 17, by , Rev Psyaon R. Pferce.
By order of the Board of Registration.
Elmer A. Rising of Rockland and
JOHN E. DOHERTY, Chairman —
batted once and did lots of clowning.
Elizabeth
Mercer of Reading.
88-108

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Were

loists in Fine Concert

Maintained—The Long Awaited Answers

t

Musicians

Joined By Neighboring So

L. R. A. Whitehouse.
Selectmen of St. George.

SIMON K. HART
T$L 955-R
98Th-tf
53 PLEASANT ST„ ROCKLAND
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SHIBLES
S REUNION

t----------------------------------

■

------------------------------------

J SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY AT STRAND

Darky Wedding Was Surp
Feature—Reunions Near- *
ing Half-Century Mark
The 47th annual reunion of the I
Shlbles family v.as held Aug. 20 ln the
•'Wigwam," at the residence of Mrs.
Josephine 6. Bohndell. Rockport, with
a large number of relatives prese.it.
Seated around the tables ber.eath
the trees the guests enjoyed a de
licious picnic dinner and the cool
fragrance of the woods, entirely for
getting the soaring temperature out
side.
The business meeting was presided
over by the president. Mrs Ada Chad
wick. Ernest A. Sawyer of Somer
ville, Mass., gave a very Interesting
talk on genealogical research, bring
ing out the Importance of knowing
your family history. Followed a brief
history of the Shlbles family by Les
ter H. Shlbles Rev. 8. E. Packard of
Boothbay spoke of past reunions and
paid tribute to departed members.
Only one marriage was reported.
No births and no deaths.
Turning from the serious side of
life the family joined ln slngihg the
old favorite songs. Mr Sawyer gave
a solo with Mrs Nellie Magune ac
companist. Then followed a darky
wedding, a complete surprise to all.
The oldest guest was 83; the young
est. Lee Ann Shlbles of Westbrook.
7 years,
The officers for 1936 are: President.
Mrs. Ada Chadwick; vice president.
L. H. Shlbles; secretary and treas
urer. A. H. Bohndell; committee of I
arrangements. Mrs. Etta Benner of
Thomaston. Abbie Sylvester of Quin- I
cy. Margaret Decker of Camden,
Edith Overlock. Jessie Shlbles of
Needham. Mass; entertainment commlttee. Mrs. Nellie Magune chairman.
Mrs Etta Benner, Margaret Decker.
Delia Hunt. Edith Overlock. Abbie
Sylvester, Miss Barbara Shibles of
Needham. Mass.
An invitation from Lester H Shlbles
to meet next year the third Tuesday
ln August at the ‘Shibles homestead
on Beech street was gladly accepted.
The beautiful bouquets were pro
vided by Mrs. Leroy F Chase from
her lovely gardens at Beech Hill.

TENANT'S HARBOR

WARREN
Members of the Umbrella Club who |
picnicked recently at the home of
Mrs Chester E A Starrett. report an
enjoyable time with beano played J
during the afternoon
Frank Peabody suffered an ill turn
1 recently He Is being cared for by
Mrs Christina Maxey of Thomaston
A'lviW
at the home nt
of Mr oand Mrc
Mrs. Albert
I Peabody

Family Reunions

Mrs. Frank Shoals and family of
Portland are guests of Mrs Shoals'
mother.
Miss Mary Snow motored Saturday
to Rockland.

MANK FAMILY
The Mar.k reunion will be held In J Dr. Herbert Kalloch and Miss Fern
Orange hall at North Waldoboro on Achorn are visiting the former's
Wednegday> Aug. 28 Voted to have fa,her. H. F Kalloch

the family reunion dinner. Nothing
William Pratt. Jr., has had his well
will be furnished but black coffee water piped to the house
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dolham are pome prepared accordingly
Herbert Melquest, wno was recent
again occupying their home In WarFlorence A Flanders. Sec
ly married, ha' rented the Ella Davis
ren village
|
i<m-m
house at Willardham.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
______
Rev John Slvewrlght and family of
Parker McKellar were Mr and Mrs.
HOFFSES FAMILY
New York have returned home after
Harold Weeks and daughter Nancy
Fifty-third annual reunion of the
a visit with relatives here.
and son Harold of Marlboro. Mass descendents of Mathias Hoffses and
also Mr and Mrs Oorham Davis and \targareta Weastln, whoae home, Herbert Davidson of 8omervllle,
son Gardiner ond daughter Virginia j church „
p^o^heim. Baden. Oer-|“v<'
at his cottage ln this community
of Marlboro. Mass
many, will assemble at Jolges prop
Thomas Boa! and family of New
Mrs. Susie Oarnett underwent a erty, Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston.
Hampshire are guests of Mrs Laura
mouth operation at ‘he St. Barnabas Thrusday. Aug 28. 1935
Rawley at Wan-e-aet Inn. Mr;. Beal
Hospital at Portland last Saturday,
Edith M Carroll. Sec
returning the same day. She was ac
100-103 |ts
R»wtojfa slater.
companied by her husband Judson
Miss Mary Castner and Miss Lily
Oarnett and nephew Merrill Flske.
Gerry of Washington. D. C . are on
KALLOCH FAMILY
The latter enjoyed a visit to the Long
The 66th annual reunion of the vacation at the Nehon Oardner
fellow home while in that city.
Kalloch family will be held at the home
If it's laughs you'll be wantin', be sure to see Frank McHugh and Allen
Quests at luncheon Friday of Mrs , home of Arthur D. Kalloch, ThomMr and Mrs Charles Kalloch and
Jenkins I above I appearing with Jimmy Cagney add Pat O'Brien in “The
Ilda Russell. Mrs Carrie Smith, and [ Mton Wednesday. Aug 28
family of Waltham. Mass are vlsltIrish In Ua," coming for Sunday. Monday and Tuesday.—adv.
Miss Lillian Russell were Prof and
Arthur D. Kalloch. Sec.
Ing Mr and Mrs Charles Taylor.
Mrs. Robert Tristram Coffin of j
100*103
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Pease and Mr
UNION
Everyone was delighted to meet
Brunswick Peggy, their daughter|
____
Rev and Mrs R H Moyle at the who had been visiting with Evelyn I
and Mrs Louis Lane were visitors
LEADBETTER FAMILY
Schools will reopen Sept. 3. Miss service Sunday Rev Mr Moyle was*
Sunday at the home of E. I. Pease
Smith returned to Brunswick witn
The twenty-sixth annual reunion and family.
Mabel Esancy of this town, who was formerly pastor tn this place,
them.
of the Leadbetter family will br held
a student three years at Oorham
Norma McCrillis has returned from
Mr and Mrs Clifton Taylor have
Dana Smith and Harold 8pear are | #t Crockett's hall. North Haven.
Normal and who taught one year at Lewiston. Norma's cousin Marilyn
returned
to Massachusetts following
Kay Francis, in the role of a social service worker, reveals the stories of
raking blueberries for Frank Sllonen Aug. 31.
Florence Brown. Sec
the Hawes school, will teach this McNealley of Lewiston spent a few
a
visit
at
Nelson Gardner's
the millions of missing women in her latest production. “Stranded." Reports
at North Warren Berry pickers »?.'e |
101-103
year at the Stone school.
i days here recently.
Misses Winifred Phillips and Julia
laid off last Saturday afternoon be-1
says it's Kay's most thrilling picture.—adv.
Mr and Mrs O C. Brackett and
Mr and Mrs Edward Alden and
Loomis of Wisconsin are vacationing
cause of the intense heat
WENTWORTH FAMILY
sons Allan and Warren, returned daughter Priscilla Ann are on a vaca
for a few weeks at the Leonard Cot
MATINICUS
Mrs Helen Yeo of Brighton. Mass.
SPRUCE HEAD
tion at Orleans, Mass., Mrs. Alden's
The Wentworth family reunion tage
Sunday to Medford. Mass.
who sang at the Congregational. wU1
Au< n at Ralph
former home.
Prof, and Mrs R C Frlesner of
Mr and Mrs Herbert Bowes and
Mrs. A. J. Thomas of Oakland Is
Mrs. Griswold of Quincy. Mass . has
Mrs. Bertha Bryant was in Rock Ohurch last Sunday morning was | Younf.a „,,|dence Unlon
1 Butler University. Indiana, and Miss
nephew. William T. Cost, were guests
visiting Mr. and Mrs Elbert Burton been visiting with Mrs. E. P. Cooper
much
enjoyed
n
,
a
Bowley
gee
land Wednesday to attend the Sim
Charlene Coffing were recent callers
Sunday of Mrs Muriel Hallowell,
Mr. Thomas joined them for the and Mrs. A. M. Ripley.
Mrs Helen Norwood who has been
____________
mons reunion at the home of Mr.
on Rev and Mrs P E Miller, enroute
Point Lookout Club, Isle au Haut
weekend returning Monday to Milli
Ernest Perkins and Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. James McLaughlin. Old 111 with qulncy throat Is reported
SOUTH
HOPE
to their summer cottage at Lake
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Coburn
Ayer
and
Beleau
of
Boston
are
guests
at
Oeorge
nocket.
much better.
County road.
Megunticook.
Camden
Mrs
daughter Betty of Scarsdale, N. Y,
Mr. and Mrs Willis Leach have re Belcher's.
The second summer picnic of
The Sons of Union Veterans Auxi!- i Visitation Day at the UnlversalUt | prlesner u the daughter of Mr
Mrs. Horace Young has been enterwere dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
turned to Hyde Park. Mass., after
Woman's Community Club was held lary have accepted an invitation to Church will be Aug 25. Services will j Miuer
and Mrs. Walter Ayer.
spending two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. taining visitors from Boston and New
Aug. 13 at Mrs. H. H. Stickney's j picnic Wednesday afternoon, at the be at 133 standard. Rev. C. Ouy
Rev and Mrs W C Terrill of
Jersey.
Miss Edith Hawes Is visiting rela
L. R. Tlnney at their cottage.
cottage at Crawford Lake, with 32 O D Oould home. Members
, will Robbins. DD. of Lawrence. Mw.. | Pwa(|umkea< have
occupying
Mr
and
Mrs
Arthur
Philbrook
have
tives
this
week
in
Boston
A beach party was recently tend
members and seven guesis present. mee there a. 3 oclock for picnic sup- the spealwr Basket lunch wUl be at,
at Capt
Mrs
Visitors Sunday at the home of
ered Mr and Mrs Oeorge Van Wert returned from Auburn where they
at noon aDd
g vaaU;on
>
Lunch was served followed by the per later TTiose not solicited are re- the Orangf di„lng
Mrs. Lela Haskell were Mr. and Mrs.
of Schenectady who are spending have been spending a few days They
coffee wt„
furnUhed the vunc M|> TfrrU1 preach<d a,
wn
business meeting at which Mrs. quested to take sweets
Aaron McFarland and son Edward
their honeymoon here. Those attend were accompanied home by Mr. and
Stickney received a rising vote of
Mrs Ruby Watts and Miss Ruth it is hoped there will be a large at- service Sunday.
of Lisbon Falls. Mr. McFarland will
ing were Mr and Mrs. George Van Mrs. Gilbert Baker and daughter
thanks for hospitality. The next Watte of Worcester. Mass. are spend- tendance of old and new friends
Mr. and Mrs. David Slvewrlght
spend the week with Mrs. Haskell
Wert. Earl Strickland. Eleanor and Olenn.
Every one Is welcome.
1 meeting will be Sept. 10 at Wash- ing a few weeks at their home.
R. P Clark and E. J Crosby of Al
and family have had as guests the
and Mrs. Walter Ayer.
Jeantte Morton of New York. Anna
| ington.
The Thomas Simpson place ha»
Mr anf) Mrs j F WUson of Ros- past two weeks Mrs 81verwright's
Gra&sick. Eleanor McLeod of Quincy. bion have been passing a few days
Mr and Mrs. Carl Mitchell and
• • • •
been bought by Mr and Mrs Parker Undale Masa are guesU
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orren
Ames
mother and sister of New Jersey
Mass.. Vernon and Dot Barnes and
family and Mrs. Doris Mank moGROSS NECK
Benefit Party
McKellar who will move soon. Mr Qf M1„ HaMle
Many from here attended the sale
Mr*. Belle Clark, son. Waldo Char
Clinton Fickett of Rockland; Fred
tored Sunday to Medford.
The Community Club will sponsor and Mrs Simpson are now making j William Carver was at home for les Hathorn and daughter. Charlene,
Mrs. Minnie French and Mrs. Sid........
.........Rich
...... .........
and Sam Batty of this community. and dance at Criehaven Wednesday.
Mrs......
Irvin
and...........
sons, Walter
high sch<x>1 gym' their home at Warren village wtth the weekend from Portland.
of Waltham Mass, Mrs Emma
Mrs. Willis Leach Mrs. L. R. Tln A beautiful moonlight night, and ev ney Rlnes who have been visiting and Harold, are spending two weeks a party at
nasium
Aug.
27
for
the benefit of the Mrs. Annie Watts.
ney. Mrs. Callie Morrill. Mrs. Eugenie eryone enjoyed the sail. A fine en their brother, Harry Creamer, have In Boston. Betty Rich recently re
Mrs. Oertrude Payson has returned Barter and son. Francis, of Winth
Vose Library. Activities will begin ' Mr and Mrs William O'Brien of
Godfrey and Miss Ada Simmons en tertainment at the Club House was returned to their respective homes turned from Searsport
from
Rockland where she had em- rop are at the Hathorn homestead
at 230 p. m. daylight, under the di- ' Shrewsbury. Mass. on their way to
for a time.
in Cambridge, Mass, and Whitefield,
joyed a chicken supper Tuesday at reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Windsor and
Presque
Isle
were
guests
a
few
days
'
ployment.
rection of Mrs. Ida Ooss. There will
Picnics are in order now.
N. H.
Edwin Wheeler has been confined
Cummumty Sweet Shop at South
daughter Catharine of West New
Mr. and Mrs Walter Holmes of City
Herring are being caught around
be bridge, contract and auction. of Mr and Mrs Sidney Wyllie.
to the house the past week due to an
Hope
Miss Maxine Weaver of Jefferson ton. Mass., who passed last weekend
Mr and Mrs Arthur Jaques and
Mass are visiting her father.
ls guest at the home of Pearl Sim- j with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer, re- j Mrs Harwtt 8tlckney
in charge
injury to his leg sustained while
Vincent Carr, who Is at the C.C.C Matinicus and Criehaven.
son Billy of Cushing dined Mondiv
B ’ra3'Ior and family,
Mrs.
Fred
Arnold,
a
former
resident
of
the
prizes
for
each
table.
Beano
working at the quarry.
Camp in North Whitefield, spent the
mons.
turned home Sunday. They were
of this place, is visiting with friends.
will be an attraction and refresh night with Mr and Mrs Parker Me-1 Mr and Mrs John Dunbar and son
Mrs Maggie Davis of Thomaston
weekend at his home.
William Thorne who has been in accompanied by Hazen Ayer who ments will be served.
Kellar.
j John are guests of the former's father
A carnival, sale and dance was
and guest. Mrs Orace Rivers of
Mr. and Mrs L. C. Elwell and Mr
visited
nls
parents
the
past
week.
Boston several weeks has returned
Mrs Cora Cushman, and daugh'er Charles Dunbar, for two weeks.
Mrs Orace Williams will be in
Worcester. Mass, attended church
and Mrs. Clifford Elwell visited in held at the hall Aug. 22. for the bene home.
Schools here will re-open Sept. 3.
' Oladys of Thomaston have been visitCongratulations are extended Mr.
fit
of
the
Nursing
Assoclatoin,
under
charge
of
the
cafeteria
lunch
and
Is
here
last 8unday and made a few
Millinocket last weekend and were
: ing Mrs Earl Dolham and other and Mrs Oeorge Jacobs (Jennie calls ln town.
Walden Masten of Nutley, N. J., The chUdien are looking forward to preparing a tempting menu.
accompanied on their return by Miss direction of Mrs. Judson Young.
using
the
new
play
ground
equip-I
, friends.
Rolfe) on their recent marriage.
Music was furnished by the Criehaven has Joined Mrs Masten who is visit
In the evening there will be a
Lermond Smith has returned home
Ruth Boynton who will visit her
ment which consists of several
A group of local boys which will Friends wish them many years of from a visit with hts aunt and uncle,
ing
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Orchestra.
|
social
for
the
young
folks.
Mrs.
Ada
slater Mrs. Herbert Elwell for two
swings
and
teeter
boards
Murry Mitchell of Milton, Mass.. Is Charles Oeele.
' Mitchell furnishing music. Tables Include a team from South Warren, happiness.
Mr and Mrs Wesley Comstock of
weeks.
Wtlllam Snider who has been
members of the Boys' Clubs of both
Work has begun on the road past
visiting
friends
here.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Fred
Stahl
of
Broad
Rockland His brother. James Smith.
of bridge and beano will also offer
Mrs Alice Phillips of Quincy. Mass.
churches, numbering 25. will hold a the schoolhouse which was greatly ln
Orris Philbrook took a party to Cove were visitors in this place re- visiting his niece Mrs. Herbert Bowes diversion.
1» now their guest. Mr Comstock
Is guest of Mrs. L R. Tlnney. She
the past two months, has returned to
track meet at 7 o'clock Tuesday eve- need of repair.
Monhegan
Wednesday
ln
his
power
|
will be joined Thursday by Mr.
received a severe injury to his foot
Boston.
ning, open to anyone wishing to enMr. and Mrs Allen Annls and
boat.
Phillips for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and
a few weeks ago necessitating an
FRIENDSHIP
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Harriman
and
ter. The events are: 100 yard dash family of New Jersey have returned
Mrs. Esther Ames and son Richard
Mrs. John Kelly has returned home
operation, since which time he has
daughter ot Camden were guests son Herbert of Haverhill, Mass., are
on
Mechanic
street;
broad
and
high
home
after
visiting
his
sister,
Mrs.
Services Sunday at the Methodist
from a short visit with her sister, have been spending a few days in Sunday at Melvin Genthner's.
been obliged to use crutches.
guests for two weeks of Mr. and Mrs.
Episcopal Church at 10:30 a m. will Jumps in the rear of the High School Hazel Hart and family
Mrs. Ashley Calder in Portsmouth, Rockland.
Mrs Alice Russell of Rockland has
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of Merle Messer.
Mrs. Walter Tolman of Vinalhaven
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esancy attended
be conducted b.v a guest preacher, building; two-mile race beginning at
N. H.
been
guest of Mrs Lizzie Boyles at
The Methodist Ladles' Aid Is spon
visited friends and relatives here re Thomaston recently visited Mrs.
Dr Philip L Frick of Cohoes. N. Y. Libby Hill and ending at the Baptist field day of Llmerock Valley Pomona the Boyles homestead.
Mrs Cassie McLeod is making
Condon's
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
soring
a
fair
at
the
Masonic
rooms
which took place Saturday at Olen
Harold A. Jones, director of vocal parsonage.
satisfactory recovery from her recent cently.
Dr and Mrs Greenway and family
Aug 30. Supper will be served from mufic at Eaft
N j
drama.
Wilmer Ames and Ivan Philbrook Melvin Genthner.
Mrs. Lawrence Dolham. who has cove.
accident, but is still confined to the
and Mr and Mrs Thaddeus Maxwell
captured a diamond back sea turtle
Mrs. Clara Manley of Waldoboro 5 to 7. standard.
been ill, is much better.
Several blueberry crews were obliged
| tic tenor soloist, will also be present.
house.
and family of Everett. Mass. are oc
Mrs. William Sharpe (Edna Ler-j
recently which measures about six was guest at the W. A. Gross home
Mrs. Hulda Love. Oldtown Indian. | to cease picking last Saturday on ac
Mr.
and
Mrs
Kenneth
Winchenpaw
Miss Caroline Robinson celebrated
cupying
the Willard homestead dur
feet. Its estimated weight is 500 last Saturday.
mondi of Hartford, Conn., has been
has a room at Edward Clement's house count of the intense heat.
are being congratulated on the birth
her 96th birthday anniversary last
ing a vacation.
pounds. They towed it into the har
visiting
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Joseph French of Damaris
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mills passed last
• • • •
of a son. Mother and child are do on the Oeorges river while ln this
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Ella
bor where It attracted considerable cotta was visiting here last Satur Charles Lrrmond.
weekend with their daughter. Mrs.
Baptist Church Notes
ing nicely at the home of Mrs. Lizzie vicinity gathering sweet grass.
Cook. She was generously remem
Friends of Miss Ida Hughes are Thompson.
• • • •
attention.
day.
Arthur Sprowl ln Appleton.
During the summer Rev P E Mil
bered by many calls from friends al
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Halloran and sorry to learn of her automobile ac
Mrs Maggie Carver visited recently
SideUnger-Molway
Mr and Mrs. P O Wotton, daugh
so gifts and cards.
ler has been conducting services here.
DUTCH NECK
daughter who have been guests of cident which occurred Tuesday. ter. Barbara and Charles Hohman
Sherwood O. Sidellnger. son of Mr with Mrs. Ellie Lermond at Rockport. He retired from active work when he
Mr. and Mrs. William Carr of Port
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson Mrs. Halloran's parents. Mr. and She is a patient in Knox Hospital who passed two weeks at Mr Wotton's and Mrs. Arthur Sidellnger, of this
Miss Edna Carver who has employ
land were overnight guests recently of
gave up his former pastorate, but as
of Portland are spending a vacation Mrs. Alden Waltz, have returned to with a knee Injury.
old home, have returned to Staten town and Miss Julia M. Molway. ment in Rockport, spent last Saturday the church here was without a pastor
Mr and Mrs. Charles Carr.
with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl and Connecticut.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Leonard of Island.
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Eugene and Sunday at her home here.
he stepped into the breach and has
Mrs. Oearge Snow has returned
Lexington, Mass., spent last weekend
Mrs. Ella Bowley Is guest of her
family.
Thc
American
Legion
will
serve
a
Molway
of 115 Andros Ave, Mariners'
given of his best. His mesasges have
from a visit with her daughter Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchen
as guests of Mr. and (Mrs. Clarence supper Friday evening in the K. of P. Harbor, Staten Island. N. Y.. were daughter, Mrs. H. J. Simmons at Winbeen deeply spiritual and those who
Clifford Elwell on White Head.
MINTURN
bach and two chUdren passed Sun
Leonard.
halt.
united in marriage at 4 o’clock Sun nisquam, N. H.
have had “ears to hear” have appre
Mrs. Nellie Cates has returned to
day with Mr. and Mrs. Edward FairMrs. Algy Linscott was happily
Mr. and Mrs Roy Luce of Burkett ciated them.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Stetson, daugh day at a pretty wedding at the home
Mrs. Leverette Stanley and children
Portland after being guest of Mrs.
brother at Edgecomb.
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. surprised Tuesday evening when ter. Oay. and Mr. and Mrs. Ira Oliver of the bride. The single ring service vllle were callers Sunday at R. E.
At the church on the hill Rev Mr.
J. S Allard for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Anderson Warren Staples have returned to about 40 friends gathered at the of Thomaston were guests Sunday at was used by Rev. Clark L. Van Auken. Robbins'.
Miller will conducbt the usual serv
and Miss Blanche Anderson of Low Oreat Duck Island.
Legion rooms to shower her with the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton pa'tor of the Summerfield. Methodist
William Carver who is at the ices Sunday at 10 30 and 7 p. m. A
NORTH WALDOBORO ell, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Episcopal Church of Mariners' Har CCC Camp at Fort Williams, Port- baptismal service will be conducted by
Mrs. Ethel McDonald and daughter useful gifts ln celebration of her Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Sheriff and bor. The bride was given in manage land, visited his mother, Mrs. Maggie
Aina ot Frenchtown. N. J., are guests recent marriage.
Mrs. Oeorge Duncan of Winthrop. Edgar Wallace.
Rev. Mr. Miller at Mackenzie's wharf
daughter, Louise, who have been by her father.
Carver, last weekend.
Mrs.
Charles
McClure
returned
\
Mr
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Leonard
re

of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Johnson
at 9 a. m.
Mass., who has been visiting Mr.
The only attendants were Miss
Mrs. Cecil Beerdeen and daughter cently attended a birthday party in vacationing at the home of Mrs SherThe Sunday Bible school is carried
and Mrs. Chester Duncan the past home Friday after spending the past
week in Newton, Mass.
Elinor Mr. and Mrs. Morris Kennedy honor of Rodney Brasier of Thom riff's parents, Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Arlene Eckett of Mariners’ Harbor an Beach, Calif., and Is starting Ills on after the morning service and
three weeks, has returned home.
Lawry, have returned to Wollaston, intemate friend of the bride as maid second enlistment period.
Mrs. Beatrice Chase and Misses and family of Rockland have been aston.
parents are asked to send the chil
Mr. and Mrs Walter Larsen of
Mass.
of honor, wearing white mousselin de
Arriving from 8taten Island Tues dren. Classes and teachers will be
Stella
and
Della
Chase
have
em

Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
E.
Burkett
accom

visitors
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Randolph, Mass, who were guests of
The annual meeting of the Road sols, with blue hat, and a corsage of day night, they will spend two weeks'
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Elias Bur
found for all ages. Adult class is un
Belle Sprague for a few days, re ployment at the Medomak canning Wilmer Bridges.
side Cemetery Association will be Aug. yellow tea roses; and Alfred Oxton of in this community and vicinity, and
kett
attended
the
Three
-Quarter
Mrs
Hannah
Stanley
Is
visiting
factory.
der the skillful leadership of Mrs.
turned to Randolph Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robie Sanford and friends in Atlantic.
Century Club meeting in Farming- 30 at 7:30 p. m.. at the brick school- Warren who was best man. The will leave early In September for Miller. The topic Is “In Partnership
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walter and
house.
Members
and
all
who
are
in

bride was very lovely ln white mous Long Beach, where they will make
grandson Robie Wilson of Billerica.
Ralph Orant is yachting on a New ton.
With Ood" and the general theme,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Teague motored
terested in the cemetery arc urged to selin de sois. with white net hat, and their home. They are receiving con
York boat.
Mass.,
are
at
their
home
here
for
a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Davis
of
Rock

"Barnabas,” a consecrated man of
to Farmington to attend the Threebe present.
corsage of white roses.
gratulations from their many friend*.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Wentworth
land
were
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
week's
stay.
means.
Quarter Century Club.
Miss Suzanne Jeanne of Boston ts
The home was attractively deco Thc numerous gifts tendered them
Mrs. Viola Kuhn of West Waldo have returned after a two weeks Mrs. F. E. Burkett.
The Sewing Circle will serve a roast
Virginia Smith Is employed at Mrs.
visiting her sister, Mrs. C. Frederick rated with summer flowers. A recep included silver, linen, and money.
boro and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence leonard
chicken supper Tuesday from 5 to 7
Peter Hildebrandt's.
Vogel at Bradford’s Point.
tion was held Sunday at the Bon Ton
Among the guests present at the
Worcester, Mass., were guests Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson spent and family picnicked Sunday at
Alfred Shuman and family of
Miss Phyllis Felker and Miss June Hall at Mariners' Harbor for the wedding were Mrs. Arthur Sidellnger at the church vestry.
the weekend in Vinalhaven.
day of Mrs. Ada Wellman.
Martin's Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Watts of Som
Portland were callers in this place
Vose passed the weekend in North wedding party and guests
of Warren. Miss Dora Partridge.
Miss Alyce Ballard has returned to
Mrs. Clara Marshall of Gardiner,
erville,
Mass., are guests of Mrs.
Miss
Norma
Howard
recently
spent
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Sidellnger was formerly a Pemaquid and Mrs. James Hanners,
Sunday.
who has been visiting her sister, Limestone, after visiting her sister a few days with her cousin. Ann Cal
Alice Murphy.
Mr. and Mrs John Simmons who resident of Rockland, having lived Brooklyn, formerly of Rockland.
Maynard Robinson and family of
Mrs. Granville Oross the past few Mrs. Albert Wentworth.
derwood.
Albert W. Smith returned Thursday
have been spending a vacation with there several years with her* greatPortland were guests Sunday of Mr
Mrs. Maydella Butler and daughter
weeks, went to Rockland last Thurs
to West Somerville, Mass.., following
Mr. and Mrs. David Luce of New Mr. Simmons' sister, Mrs Charlene grandparents, Capt. and Mrs. Henry
and Mrs. Merlin Eugley.
Allene of Rockland are guests of Mrs. York who have been visiting relatives
day to visit her niece.
a vacation with Mrs. Smith and family
Lawry, have returned to New York. Huntley. She attended Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Elwell and Vondell Stockbridge.
at the home of Mrs. Emma Torrey.
and friends for two weeks, have re
Mtss
Rachel
Stetson
and
brother.
High
for
two
years
and
went
one
year
East Milton, Mass., who have been
Misses Hope and Faith Davis of turned home.
children of Bath spent a few days
Mrs. Smith and daughter Arlene will
Leonard C. Stetson, are visiting rela to the Port Richmond High school
visiting Mr. and Mrs V. V. Burn
remain for a short time and their
recently with Mrs. Elwell's mother Medford. Mass., are at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Brawn of tives in Thomaston.
at
Mariners
’
Harbor.
She
Is
an
NO
MORE
HARD
helmer the past two weeks, returned
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley for a Cooper's Mills passed Sunday with
sly sons, James and Leonard1, will be
Mrs. Caroline Gross.
Mrs. Agnes Winchenpaw, daughter, honorary member of the Peppy Pals
WORK MONDAYS
home Monday.
Miss Mabel Chase of Allston, visit.
here another month.
their aunt, Mrs. Jennie Messer
Betty. Mrs. Oertrude Oliver and Mrs. Olrls Club of Mariner' Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sprague of
Mrs. Robert Phinney of Wollaston,
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Fred Kenniston visited last Carrie MacFarland attended services
The bridegroom is a graduate of
pUB
Whv auffer torture, from RhenmaSOAKOfO-^HT
Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Saturday with her sister Mrs Mihnie Sunday at the German Lutheran Warren High class of 1930. He en
Mass., is passing a few weeks with
and Mrs. W. F. Chase.
tl«m. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Lameneu. Sprains and Bruises when
Cisw/vjzj r»onou6m.^
Ludwlck at Thomaston.
Mrs. Nannie Wheeler.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Capen of Bel Bert Smith at Stanley's Point.
Church in Waldoboro.
tered the navy the year following,
METHYL BALM
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Trundy of Sears
will bring almost instant relief?
Mrs. Jennie Sheerer of Nabnassett.
Lillian G. Messer motored to Bel
mont, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. George
Miss Nellie Davis is home from becoming third class radio man on the
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
Mass., who spent the summer with
grade Lakes and Farmington Thurs summer school at Farmington.
U. S. S. Louisville where he is now
Duck of Malden, Mass., and Miss port are visitors in town.
173 Main St., opposite Knox County
Trust Co., Rockland
her sister, Mrs. Eliza Wiley at GlenMiss Ernestine Hanseler of Sun day, accompanied by friends from
Mrs. Elden Cook has returned from second class having been promoted
Mildred Ross of Rockland were re
Rent Post Paid on receipt of price
SO cents
1 R-'l'n-tf
recently, He is stationed at Ix»ng
' mere. Is now visiting W. E. Rherrer.
a visit with relatives in Warren.
cent callers on Mrs. Ada Wellman. shine ts visiting Mrs. Abner Sadlar. Rockland.

OTEJ
MAGIC
WATER

Every-Other-Daf

BY MOTOR TO GASPE
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Mrs. O. P. Jackson was in Sears
Charles H. Bronkle and daughter
mont Sunday to attend the observ
(Continued from Page Onet
Anne. Rosey Peak, and Three 8isters ance ot Old Home Sunday and the Mias Peggie Bronkle of Hartford are
Span of little pups hauling a dear 90th anniversary of the Methodist spending a few days with Mrs. Inez
Beach, a wealihy summer place with
C. Bronkle. who had aa guesU last
little cart with two little tots ln It.
Church.
magnificent homes and estates.
weekend Mr. and Mis Harry M
No car trouble up to this time. At
Shura Cherkasskey who has been at Wright of Natick, Mass., on their way
"All along the St Lawrence we saw j Cape Hell we had a flat tire. Three
many of the old brick oven outdoors nalli ,n two tlrM fjowtag into Per- Oould Place for several weeks, left to Whltneyvllle Mrs Laura L. Hobbs
In one place bread was being baked pediac. more fertile land, better Wednesday for China.
and Miss Lulu E. Mills of Worcester
Miss Virginia Creamer of Bremen Mass., were Mrs Bronkies overnight
ln one; another bread had been placed homes, more vegetation all along the
ln the open to r-e. and tn third tt way. First view of the Bay of is visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. guesU recently. Miss Mills Is art In
had been piled ln the open to cool. Chaleurs Another covered bridge, a | J Lloyd Moody.
structor In the Worcester High
Here was rock formation of peculiar triplet this time, then a steel bridge
Miss Marguerite Luce returned Sun Schools.
style, and red and green ln color, over Bonavcnture River. A load of day to Boston after a visit of two
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Kellar and
doing out of Metis we were on nar- hay drawn by a horse and bull har weeks with Mr and Mrs. Samuel daughter Olenlce of Milton are visit
row winding roads running by humble, ne„ed M a fpan Roadslde coverJd Banks.
ing Mrs. Kellar's sisters. Mrs Nellie
homes. An ocean liner on the 8! with chicorv in bloom, blue al'o New
Willis Jackson arrived Tuesday from Perry and Miss Mabel Oxton.
Lawrence Children with long hair., R chmond House, a fine place for Somerville, Mass., for an Indefinite
Mrs Lenora Fores was well remem
dirty and ragged Fields of vetch , eating M11„ of drlve along the shore
stay at the home of his brother, O. P. bered on her 86th birthday anniver
and clover, carpets of velvet. Wash Marla a very lovely place Carle'on
Jackson.
sary for which she expresses gratitude.
ings hung on fences and so white next town of good slse with mills
Many lumber yards with lumber piled More flower gardens. Many good | Miss Isabel Winchester and Miss 8he had two birthday cakes, gifts and
Beatrice Bryden of Reading. Mass. many cards.
perfectly like little houses Beauti looking hotels and fine estates.
were guests Monday of Miss Lillian
Misses Josephine Tolman and Ethel
ful shrines along the way one built on
• • • •
Brann Mr and Mrs. Henry Bryden Hall have been spending the week at
a very high underpinning of land rock
"Over 500 miles had been traveled of Reading were also recent callers Ted Sylvester's cottage at Spruce
wtth steps leading to It. Below ln the
Turn
here for Campbellton. R'd' on Miss Brann.
Head.
valley we could see little villages, with
The Omar Club will meet at the
mountains and bay ln the distance. along the Bay very beautiful. Saw
Mr and Mrs. A. B. Sides and daugh
Interested and curious children, with here a flower garden right In the home of Mrs Maynard Ingraham ter Virginia and son Andrew of Wo
bright eyea and Intelligent faces Very street by the sidewalk no rtmnectlon Aug 29.
burn were guesU Sunday of Oeorge
Mr ond Mrs Frederick F. Sinartra
good school buildings ln this section with a house. A flock of cranes
Sides
Pigs and cows roaming at will and amused us as we stopped to watch • Miss Katherine Shepherd I of Wol
Rev and Mrs E C. Herrick of New
everywhere, with gardens enclosed to their antics. Bathurst Hotel for the laston. Mass., spent last weekend with
ton Centre called on Mr. and Mrs. D.
night.
Log
cabins
In
the
woods
be

her
aunt,
Miss
Minnie
Shepherd
at
keep the animals out.
A. Sherer Wednesday, and Doris,
longing to settlers who had cleared Shepherd Place.
• • « •
young daughter of Mr and Mrs. W.
the land for government. Crossed the
Earl
Davis,
assistant
engineer
on
"Cap Chat, a rock shaped 1 kc a cat,
River Mlranlchl. very pretty, and nere the yacht "Cuttysark” is at his home W. Butler. West Meadows, spent a
with a shrine on the mountain Roofs
went over a "twin six" bridge. First on Union street, the yacht having few days with them this week.
sloping Into unusual curves. Ooing
really truly flower garden seen since gone out of commission for the sea
straight up over mountain tops More
DEER ISLE
leaving the States. Next stop Upper son.
little villages on the shores below us
Blackville for lunch, which we had
The
Trytohelp
Club
wUl
have
a
Approaching Ste. Marthe de Oaspe
Mrs. Alfred Dunham returned
we found an enchanting waterfall J In a forester's station. From now on corn roast Monday night at 6.30 at
mostly forest until we got to New Orcutt's Beach. Members are re Wednesday from Brewer where she
coming down over a very high cliff,
has been visiting two weeks.
castle, N B Large mills. From New quested to take dishes for own use.
down to the .edge of the road and
castle to Frederickton drive most of
• • • »
Frederick Plum and friend of Litch
disappearing under the road and ap
the way through woods, very warm
Mr and Mrs Stanley Brlghtmore field. Oonn., are spending a short
pearing on the other aide through a
and uninteresting as a whole Roads returned Sunday to Taunton. Mass.. time at the Charles Packard place.
culvert 8eats placed here and there
of loose gravel and very dusty Hotel after a visit at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Courtney Eaton and grand
for the routlsts. Rainbows In the
Windsor at Frederickton and here Mrs. Irvin Cain.
daughter Miss Therese Eaton recently
water as It splashed along. Straight
Mrs Clark took the car to the garage
Miss Alma Winnett and Harry Ab spent a week at Brooksville .to attend
up over us bluffs like a citadel. Turn
to have exhaust pipe repaired Miss bott of Kingston. Mas6. have been
the Latter Day SalnU' reunion.
ing a comer we ran right Into the
Smith tried to repair the pipe, but to guests the past week of Mr. and Mrs
Hotel Caron, a beautiful spot nestled
The pulpit at Sunset Church was
no avail, so Into a garage went the
In the mountains. On the right a car a garage whose sign read “Smith ' Burton L Rickards.
ably filled Sunday by Rev. Brooks
little church and light house, on the A- Creighton" which seemed rather a | The Townsend Club met Monday Knowlton who has been at Felsted
evening at the Town hall gymnasium
left the huge mountains over which
coincidence Followed St John River for Its regular weekly meeting with a this summer.
we had driven ln the morning. Hotel
Mrs Oeorge M Dodge is visiting
for several miles. The sign on our large attendance. The club now has
run bv a dear little old lady. Oood
car "Legion Fair at Thomaston" at- I a membership of 84 An invitation Is Mr and Mrs Earl S Brown atw Eagle.
.
food, fine beds all very clean, and
tracted much attention, carrying cut, extended to all interested to attend
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond R. Meunier
unequaled hospitality what Joy to
Mrs Clark's firm conviction that "It the next meeting Monday evening at returned last Saturday from a week's
find at the end of a day of motoring!
...
.
. pavs to advertise . One man hollereo the gymnasium.
auto trip to Quebec.
After supper we went up the hill and
,
..
. . "Hello. Thomaston
Frederick HIU and William HiU.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Burton
L.
Richards
there were the people gathered to
and guests Miss Alma Winnett and Jr., of Washington. D. C., are spend
await the coming of the priest for
service Every kind of ancient con
"After turning from the St. John Harry Abbott, and Miss Helen 8mall ing a few weeks at "Hltxholtn."
Edwin DeNault and OiUen DeNault
veyance imaginable Went up into River we saw signs reading; spent Sunday at Jefferson Lake
Miss Mimi Iverson, who has been of New York city are guesU of Dr
the lighthouse, magnificent view.
"Thomaston." We did not go through
Thomaston, but drove
through spending the summer at the home of and Mrs Raymond R Meunier
"We left Caron the following morn Thomaston Corner. While otheri Mrs Minnie Crozier, loft Thursday for
EAST FRIENDSHIP
ing stopped at many curves to drink shopped and bought gifts to take a trip abroad.
Mrs Nellie R. Morton spent the
our fill of thrilling views and to study home. I called on Rev. W C. Ooucher
Mrs. Vemon Morse (Lina Brad
the peculiar formation of rock Darl who had preached in the Chestnut weekend as guest of Misses Lottie.
ing little village nestling in the val Street Chunch ln Camden 47 vears Grace and Ida Browrr at their home ford' of San Diego. Calif., has been
leys below Many signs along the ago. His wife was a cousin to Dr. near Crawford Lake in Union.
visiting her brother Riley Bradford
Mr
Mrs. Agnes Upham of Quincy. Mass . and calling on friends here She has
road reading 'English speakin'. A Newcombe at Thomaston
little hamlet named Mon St. Peter Goucher was ordained bv Dr. New is spending a few days at the home now gone to New Hampshire where
and another Mont Louis. Gorgeous combe and his first pastorate was at of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Veazie.
she will spend a few days with rela
scenery everywhere
High cliffs, Camden He has been ln 8t Stephen
Mr. and Mrs. B 8. Kenyon, Jr., and tives before returning home.
beautiful rock streets. Some of this, ever since. Just two pastorates in all Frank Kirchner of Philadelphia are
Mr. and Mrs. William Richards and
rock strata like shale some striped those years. During his service he guests for a week ot Miss Marlon children of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs
vertical some horizontal
Turning has burled 1000 people out of his own Weidman.
Rodney Davi6. Mr and Mrs. Earl
from the water into the mountains, parish. He came out to the car to
Miss Marion Head of the Curtis In Davis and children of Port Clyde
a scene which Miss Smith likened to speak to us. Think of It’ he said 'you stitute of Music, who has been pass visited Sunday at the home of Emma
Switzerland. Steadly climbing, then people coming from the Garden of ing the summer ln town, returns to
Davis.
coming down ontyt table land and Eden into New Brunswick to ree day to Philadelphia.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Miller, daugh
•
•
•
•
marsh land. Dinner at Capt Made scenery'
ters Madeline. Beatrice and Carleen
"Dinner at the Queen Hotel. No
The regular Sunday morning service
line Light. I got out to examine some
spent 8unday with Mrs. Hannah
of the outdoor ovens. Here we saw trouble crossing into the States. of worship at the Baptist Church will
the first bull teams Bulls domesti Followed the St. Croix down to East- be omitted due to the absence of the Bradley at Pemaquid.
Miss Madeline Bradford is visiting
cated. one in a team harnessed like a port in the hope of seeing some ol pastor. Rev. O. F. Currier. Church
the
Quoddy
proceedings,
but
nothing
at
North Cushing.
school
meets
at
10
o'clock.
horse to a little old dump cart
Mrs. Augusta Anderson and chil
Raymond Payson of Washington, D.
Climbing more mountains up and more than the foundations of a few
down. Now in the Oaspe Valley. Large houses to be built for engineers. Our C.. arrived Thursday to spend a va dren of Port Clyde were guesU at
Stanley Stone's recently. Myrtle and
families of children. We threw pen farewell dinner at Beach Inn, cation with relatives.
nies to a group of four or five and in Lincolnville Beach.
Funeral services for Job Washburn Douglas Anderson remained for a
"Everyone in the party had only thc Ingraham, who died Wednesday night longer visit.
less than no time the group had
Mr and Mrs. Albert Jameson and
grown to thirty or more youngsters highest words of praise for Mrs Clark will be held today at 2 o'clock from
all eager for a penny. Where they whose driving was done with skill and his home in Camden. Mr. Ingraham children Harold and Charles attend
confidence. None of us had the slight was a former Rockport boy, and ed the American Legion picnic Bun
came from. I don't know.
"Farther along we found ponds In est uneasiness, not even for a mo among the surviving relatives in town day at Bradford's Point.
the mountains Fish drying on wire ment. It was a marvel to us, too are a brother. Enos E. Ingraham, and
racks. At Cloridome huts. huts, huts to find her so fresh and enthusiastic three sisters. Mrs Nancy J. Tribou.
medomak
and more huts. Here we saw our at the close of the trip, already to Mrs. Annie Deane and Mrs. Sarah
first dog teams at Grand Etange start out on another, she told us, as Buzzell.
Mrs. L. J- Winslow of Giendon
Towns and hamlets with no names, soon as another party may be as
Rev. G L. Pressey of Skowhegan visited last week with Mrs. L.
Just a cluster of houses and a church. sembled. In all the French towns will preach at the Methodist Church
Osler.
At Cap de Rorlsler we saw many un Miss Smith was right in her element, Sunday evening at 8 o'clock.
Mrs. Annie Genthner and children
usual shrines, one of Christ on the as she speaks French very well. She
Rev. O. F. Currier and family are passed last Thursday in Rockland
cross with glassed-in Images at the was stumped only once, by a child.
visiting relatives at Brewer and
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Benner of
feet of Virgin Mary holding the body and probably that was French baby Corinna this week.
talk. Her perfect French was com
Waldoboro were recent visitors at the
of Jesus.
Miss Etta Cain, Mrs. Maynard
plimented several times along thc
home of Mrs. Freeman Collamore.
4 • • •
Thomas, Richard Thomas and guest
way."
Mrs Verdie Kimball and three
As we turned, the bend came right
Robert Andrews, Jr., were in Norway
onto a range of mountains, the be
this week, making the trip in Miss children of Saco spent the weekend
ginning of the Appalachian ohaln.
APPLETON RIDGE
Cain's car with Mr. Thomas at the with Mrs. Kimball's mother, Mrs
Orand! Over the mountains again,
Martha Prior, on Long Island.
wheel.
right down to Oaspe Bay. Here more
Mrs Roscoe Collamore and daugh
Mrs. Ethel Moody. Ruth Moody . Mrs. Augusta Korplnen and son
covered bridges, one tiny, one very
ter were Rockland visitors Saturday.
Craig
of
Rockland
spent
Friday
with
and Warren Moody were in Ellsworth
long, another like a box Red soil, red
Mrs. Arvllla Martin who has been
Falls a few days recently, as guests her mother. Mrs. E. R. Noyes.
bluffs, more cathedral trees and
guest of her daughters in Maynard.
Robert
M.
Andrews.
Jr.,
who
has
of Mr. and Mrs. George Buck.
cathedral mountains.
Entrancing
been guest of Richard Thomas the Mass., has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Olson and
view from the high peaks down an the
Mr and Mrs. Fred Oeyer of Cush
past two weeks, will return Sunday to
green slopes and fertile valleys, many daughter of Brunswick were visitors Rahway. N. J. Mr. Andrews and Mr. ing are visiting her sister. Mrs. C. H.
of the slopes covered with daisies Sunday at A. H. Moody’s and L. N. Thomas were classmates at Trinity Shuman
Coming up to the top of the tableland Moody's.
Mr. and Mrs. Pine of New Jersey
College.
ln the middle of these mountains we
Oladys Sprague and -Doris Sprague
Mrs. John Davis is visiting relatives who are having a cottage built on
found some charming overnight
Martin's Island, were visiting ln town
of Jamaica Plain, Mass. are spend at Lynn, Mass.
cabins ln a cleared spot overlooking
• • • •
recently.
ing two weeks at the Leroy Moody
all the mountains and valleys.
Wooster-Streeter
Miss Elizabeth Willey and friend
“From Perce we took a boat and home.
A wedding of Interest to Rockport of Lowell. Mass., who have been
Bangor Daily News: The northern friends took place Aug. 16 at Exeter, vacationing with
went out to Bonaventure Lsland Past
Miss Willey's
ed Lazy Beach on one side. Around neighborhood did not far exceed this N. «., when Miss Caroline Streeter parenU, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Willey,
the island red rock formation, and neighborhood not far exceed this
became the bride of Henry Hollis returned home
so built that the little crevices ln the section ln its torrid weather, for
Wooster. The ceremony was per
rocks and bigger ones had been here, too, the mercury rose uncom
formed at the home of the bride shire where she has since been a
hollowed out for the birds as nests fortably high.
with her father, Rev. W. E. Streeter, member of the faculty.
and homes. Saw approximately a
“At midnight Sunday the Associ as officiating clergyman. The couple
Mr. Wooster ts the son of Capt.
million and a half birds on the back
ated Press gave a list of peak tem were attended by Miss Florence and Mrs. C. H. Wooster of this town,
side of the Island. Cliffs and rocks
literally covered with them pufflners, peratures in important cities, from Russell of Pittsburgh, Pa., as brides a graduate of Rockport High Bchool.
cormorants, gannets, gulls and baby coast to coast. The only one above maid and Charles Huestls of South Hebron Academy and of University
of Maine, class of 1628. He ts now
gulls, penguins, cookorles, pigeons, 94. was Kansas City which was 102, Windham as best man.
The bride is a graduate of the employed by the Twin State Gas <fc
merls. Coming back around the five degrees . lower than Bangor.
Island the full beauty of Perce from Bangor’s temperature at 1 p. m. Sun Sargent School of Physical Educa Electric Co. at Rochester, N. H. Mr.
the water could be realized, with day was 107 as recorded by the News tion of Boston and received her de and Mrs. Wooster will reside in
White Head at the left Mont of Ste. flhennoTneter."
cree at the University of New Hamp- Rochester,

W.

Old Time Central Maine Boys

Mrs. Clara Wallace Is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Collomore
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Harrington of
Phippsburg. Mrs. Theresa McFadi den of Providence. Mrs. James
Knowlton and son James of Clare
*
mont. N. H . called recently on their
V
cousin Mrs Nellie Wallace.
Mrs. Sadie Flanders, Mr. and Mrs.
w *
Orrin Wallace and three children
i and Karl Winchenbach were ln
II
•<
U
M
Wl
Damariscotta Sunday and called on
Mrs. Flanders' daughter Anna who
Is a patient at Memorial Hospital
and making good recovery.
Horace Flanders was guest last
weekend at the home ef Sadie
Flanders.
MrWRnd Mrs. Oardner Delano of
Oeorges Island were visiters here
last Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Hardy and
Left to Right. Top:
Leon L Pollard. Brunswick; George Furbush. Waterville; G. S. Williams. Augusta; Henry
son
Elmer of Somerville, Mass., are
Wood. Gardiner; H. W. Keep. Rorkland; H. C. Rideout. Augusta; H. A. Shaw. Belfast; II. P. Blodgett. Rockland:
W. O. Dean. Rorkland; Carleton Orrutt, Rorkland; Carl Caaaena, Rorkland; John Bowie, Lewiston.
at O. A. Palmer's on a visit.
Mr and Mrs John Eaklns arc en
First Row: R. H. Tibbetts. Rockland: Ruel Knight. Rath: Hollie Bennett. Camden; Fred Gregory. Rockland:
Charles Gregory. Rorkland; Eugene Whittier, Augusta; George II. Hegarty, W. C. Ireland. Waterville; J. J. Sulli tertaining relatives from New Jersey.
van. Rockland; F. L. Seavey, Rorkland: T. C. Stephens. Waterville: J. C. F. Dustin. Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Hnrdy. Mrs.
Members who were not present when the picture was taken were; W. 8. Wyman. Augusts; ('. J. Abbey. Skow Wilson Smalley and daughter Ada,
hegan; O. A. Abbey, Skowhegan; J. E Abbott. Portland; A. J. Dunean, lewislon; J. II. Henderson, Waterville; Mrs. Serena Winchenbach and
C. A. Runnals. Dover-Foxrrofl; Fred Steevew, Waterville, and W. A. Wilt. llover-Foxrroft.
Oeorge Palmer motored Monday to
Cadillac Mountain.
Mrs. John Harding and children
When the Old Timers' Club, com-, presentation of a 40-year fervlce pin cane which is presented annually to
who
spent the past two weeks at the
the
oldest
member
The
youngest
posed ol employes of Central Maine lo H C Rideout of Augurta Two
Power Company, or its predecesor menilx’rs Walter S. Wyman of member is Hollie Bennett, 50 of Harding summer home, have re
.
. .
. . .
Augusta and John 8. Bowie of Lewis- Camdrn. The longest service of any turned to Auburndale. Mass
companies, who have worked for the ,
.
. ,
„
Mr. and Mrs Perley Waltz of the
ton. were advanced to the 35-yrar member since the beginning of the
Company 30 years or more, held thel. cl>„ whlk
nfw mfmbfrs
club goes to the late Sam Cults of village, Miss Ava Wallace of Friend
annual meeting at New Meadows Inn admitted to membership G C Cu Oardlner. who died in 1928. at the ship and Lowell Wallace motored
bit week, the total membership re- sens and F L Seavey of Rockland, age of 83 years with a service record Sunday to Bar Haibor.
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Hunter of
presented over 1000 years of actual w A wllt ol Dover-Foxcroft. The of over 48 years.
oldest member of the club Is Charles ' The total membership of the club Is Elmore and Mrs. Hunter's mother,
service.
Dustin of Lewiston, age 80 Mr Dustin ; 33 each with a service record of at ] ggn William D Hoffses of Qulncy,
A feature of the meeting was tlie retains possession of the Old Timers', least 30 years.
Mass. were guests Sunday of Mrs.
I Edna Turner.
and Norma Phillips Other guests
Rev T. H. Fernald. who recently
WEST WALDOBORO
VINALHAVEN
were Joan Johnson. Elsie Wadsworth.
, went to Woolwich to attend and
Charles O'Donnell, daughter Phyl- assist |n the 135th anniversary serv
Mrs J. E Everett and daughter Irene and Mary Helen Ames. Marlon
Bernice, who have been several weeks White, Mary Warren. Sidney Freed- ' Us and Ted Chamberlain of Hudson, ices of the First Baptist Church
| Mass. hav< been guests of Mr. and of which he was pastor for several
at Brldgeslde. went Thursday to man
Norwood. Mass
Rev. W A Smith of Danforth will Mrs. Frank David.
years, relumed home Wednesday,
Miss Elizabeth White has returned preach Sunday morning at Union, Mrs. Walter Kaler. Mi's Althea accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Er
Winchenbach. nest Hathorne who were guests for
to Rockland, following a visit with Church. Joseph Hutchison will be • Kaler. Mtss Ida
soloist.
Robert Winchenbach and Bennie the day Rev Mr Fernald read an
relatives and friends ln town.
There will be a reading of poems Kaler were recent Portland visitors. original poem at the services as well
Miss Eugenis Carver entertained
Thursday
evening In Union Church. Mrs Charles Oeele of Gross Neck as taking other parts He was elect
at supper and bridge Wednesday
evening, celebrating the birthday- by Harold Vlnal for the benefit of thc spent last Thursday with her sister ed pastor emeritus and honorary
deacon.
Among visitors Sunday
Mrs Clifford Wincheubach.
anniversary of Mrs. Clifford Lougee church.
Percy
Jones
of
were
Rpv
Mr
- Timberlake of Auburn,
of Somerville, Mass Others present I Mrs Ezra Conway and daughter
Mr. and Mrs
Dorothy visited in Rockland Wednes- ‘
were Mrs. William Kuhn. Miss Abby
Worcester, Mass. have been guests i Mr. and Mrs Philip Gardner of
Yarmouth and Miss Mary Hawkins
Brown. Mrs. F. H. Blodgett of Som day.
Mrs. Van Meter of Fort Worth, re-f of relatives
of Kennebunk.
erville. Mrs. Arthur Patterson and
cent guest of Mr and Mrs Angus j Mrs Esther Farrell of Bangor ,
daughter. Mrs Eliza Patterson and
visited Mrs. Alton Winchenbach ]
Hennigar. has returned home.
BURKETTVILLE
Mrs. O. Ernest Arey. The supper In
Mrs. Eva Smith of Hyde Park. Mass . Saturday.
Ml.ss Helen Hart has resumed her
cluded a birthday cake and Mrs.
Miss Rosalind Kaler of Portland duties at Knox Oounly Hospital
Is visiting relatives in town
Lougee received a beautiful gift in
Mr and Mrs Angus Hennigar. Mr. passed Sunday and Monday with after passing three weeks' vacation
honor of her anniversary.
and Mrs. Langtry Smith and son Wal her parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Friends of Miss Lilly Anderson
ter returned Monday from an auto Kaler.
George Hart.
gave her a pleasant surprise recent trip to Belfast. Machias and Cadillac
Mrs. Alberta Thorne, daughter
Miss Ruth Mitchell who has been
ly at her home with a shower ot Mountain.
Luella. Mrs Elsie Allen and Mrs. employed ir. Milton. Mass. the past
silverware Lunch was served
At Camp Alyosca. Mr. and Mrs. O. Alden Wolte of Oross Neck were year, has returned home for a few
Mr. and Mrs George Cruger and
C. Lane entertained Wednesday Mrs callers Monday evening on Mrs, weeks' vacation.
Miss Edith Kessel of Newburg. N. Y„ Cora Carlon. Mrs. Carrie Dickenson.
Dewey Winchenbach.
Mrs. Melvin Jackson and daughter
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mr, and Mrs. L. W. Lane. Mrs. Oeorge
Mrs. Alton Simmons and two chil Nadine and Willard Jackson of Wal
Calderwood
Vinal and Harold Vlnal
dren spent the day recently with tham. Mass., are passing a week
Mrs Essie Day returned Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. GratTwlck of Balti Mrs Harvey Simmons at Oross Neck. with Mr. and Mrs. S B. Miller.
day to Rockland.
more are at their Granite Island cot
Mrs. Mary Mitchell of Washington
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
Miss Elizabeth Gray, who has been tage, recently built by L. A. Coombs.
Worcester,
Mass
.
are
spending
a
vavisited
her daughter Mrs. Maynard
spending a week's vacation with her
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Poole who have
parents. Mr and Mrs Oeorge Oray. been guests of relatives ln town, re cation with Mrs Sheffield's mother, ; Sukeforth recently.
Mr and Mrs Harland Rowell of
returned Wednesday to Portland, to turned Monday to Norfolk Downs. Mrs Viola Kuhn.
Rockland
were callers in this vicini
Mr
and
Mrs.
Dewey
Wlnchen'
resume her duties as student nurse Mass.
bach, daughter Eleanor, and Mr and ty Sunday
at St. Barnabas Hospital.
Billy and Barbara Webster and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sukeforth of
Stephen Gould of Washington, friends who have been visiting their Mrs. Alfred Waltz were callers on
D. C.. arrived Tuesday and Is guest grandmother. Mrs. Josephine Web Mrs. L. C. Creamer Sunday evening Middleboro. Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. H. C. Edgecomb
ln Friendship.
of Mr. an I Mrs. Porter Lawry.
ster, returned Monday to Woburn.
Clifford Rowell Is haying for
Mrs. O<orge New4jert entertained Mass. Miss Cleo Drew accompanied
George Fowles of West Appleton.
the Four A's at her home Monday them.
ISLESFORD
Several from here are raking blueevening.
This obituary taken from a Ver
------I berries for Orevls Payson of East
Mrs. Edna Coombs has returned mont newspaper may be of Interest to
Mr. and Mrs William Ham have union
from a visit with relatives in Manset older residents of this town: "Mrs.
returned to Bath, after spending the
Misses Marguerite and Geraldine
and Lincoln.
Eva E. Murray of Hardwick, Vt.. died summer here.
1 Lincoln of Washington and Miss
Miss Bertha Healey Is guest of at the Hardwick Hospital. July 25.
A large crowd attended the dance Myrtle Cunningham of Union were
friends In Dunstable. Mass.
after a short Illness. Mrs. Murray
C Mestrvev F. Ames returned was born Feb. 26. 1886. In Vinalhaven. here Tuesday night. Special tap callers on Mrs. Linwood Mitchell
dancing was done by Sheila Bryant, recently.
Sunday from Rockland.
daughter of Ephraim and Julia Allen
A. O. Johnson was ln Rockland wood. Deceased was the widow ol 10, of Seal Harbor.
Marcia Gilley has employment at
WEST HOPE
Sunday to meet hla daughter. Mrs. Peter A. Murray and had been an
Dennis McKenney and granddaugh esteemed resident of Hardwick for Andrew Stanleys.
Mr and Mrs W W Warren and
ter Jean of Springfield.
Mrs. Ruth Crowley Is Improved In daughter of Fryeiburg are guests of
many years. She Is survived by a son
Mrs. L. R Smith entertained at a William A. Murray of Hartford, a health.
Mr and Mrs. Nichols. Thc latter's
family dinner party Sunday at the daughter Mrs. Nellie M. Crane of
W. J. Faulkner of Bangor and mother from Islesboro is also a visi
Fifleld bungalow.
Mansfield. Conn.; a sister. Mrs. Fred Maynard Jordan of Orono, spent the tor at the Nichols hame
Mrs. Robert Smith who has been Pendleton of Concord, N. H.; and five weekend with Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Mrs. Ida Ingraham of Camden
a Rockland visitor returned home grandchildren. The funeral was In Jordan and family.
visited Mrs. Ida Norwood last Satur
day and Sunday.
Sunday.
Hardwick. Rev. Bernard J. Flanagan
Miss Maizie Joy of Rockland is
Arthur Long and friends of Milo
Rockaway Inn will close this week of Barre,'Vt., officiated. The body visiting her grandmother Mrs. W. A.
are at the home of Mrs. Frank Grasfor the summer season.
was taken to New London. Conn., for Spurting
sow for a visit.
A quilting party was held ln Union burial in the family lot." Mrs. Murray
Miss Peggy Lincoln of Bristol.
Highfleld Camp recently presented
Ohurch vestry Tuesday. Dinner was was a former resident of this town
Conn., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mary a musical comedy. "Hi Hollywood"
served to 11. Mrs. Carrie Bums and where she leaves many friends. Sym
Morse.
and a one-act play “The Breakfast"
Mra. Grace Lawry were on the work pathy Is extended the bereaved sister
Miss Barbara Higgins of Dennys which Was enjoyed by a audience in-1
committee. Others present were and family.
eluding residents of South Hope,|
ville is guest of Marion Spurting.
Susan Hopkins. Rebecca Arey. Erma
Miss Velma Clarke has employ Union and East Union.
Holbrook.
Margaret
Leadbetter,
Dr Stratton will be at his Vinal
Mr. and Mrs Lewis Etter, daughter,I
ment
at the Woodlawn House.
Annie Patrick. Ada Rogers. Lou Ros- haven offlce from the arrival of the
Joan of Patterson N. J, and Mr. and
sitter, Margie Chilles and Annie Ben plane Tuesday morning, Aug. 27, un
Mrs. Verner Gilley has employs
Mrs. John Pushaw of South Hope
ner who were Joined after dinner by til Its departure Wednesday morn ment at Cranberry Isles.
were recent supper guests of Lucretia
Mrs. Mary L. Arey and Mrs. N. F. ing—adv.
Mrs. Calvin Alley and children of
Pu'haw. Mr. Etter, native of this
Atwood. A quilt was cut and made
Jonesport spent several days recently town, is a draftsman at the Curtiss-|
and Its completion pronounced a
with Mr. and Mrs. Buster Bunker.
RAZORVILLE
Wright Corp
good day's work. The party will
Harvey Lamson. a member of the
Miss Augusta Ross of Union is
Miss Jennie Rolfe and Georgel
meet for work Aug. 27. Each Is re making an extended visit at Mrs. local Coast Guard Station, has been Jacobs of this place were married Aug.|
quested to take a friend to the quilt Maude Howard’s.
transferred to Gloucester.
i 14. Friends extend best wishes.
ing.
Howard Jermyn and family have j
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Avery are guests returned to Hingham, Mass, after
at the Central Hotel.
spending several weeks at their cot
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
Mrs. Lillian Libby who was guest tage at the head of Crystal Lake.
SERVICE TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON.
ISLE AV IIAVT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
of her son. A. E. Libby, has returned
Mrs Mary Hopkins of Brunswick
(Subject to rtiangr without notice) (Eastern Standard Time)
to Newtonville, Mass.
was a visitor in town recently.
SWAN S ISLAND LINE—“STEAMER NORTH HAVE’
Effective June 20th To September 15th. Inclusive
Miss Athene Thompson has re
Mrs. Lydia Jones is staying with
Road Down
DAILY
l>A ILA’
turned from Rockland, where she Mrs. Charles Esancy at North Union
EXCEPT
Sunday
EXCEPT
Sunday
was guest of her aunt. Mrs. Ruth
SUNDAY
Only
Mrs. Clayton Stickney made a trip
Only
SUNDAY
A
M.
P.M.
P M.
AM
AM
I’M
Johnson.
to Augusta Friday with Mr and Mrs.
R 00
Ar. 12.00
7.00
7.15
Lv. ROCKLAND.
4 30
2.13
Lv.
1000
5.
(Mt
S.1S
I.v.
NORTH
HAVEN,
5
40
3.30
9.05
Geraldine Robertson, daughter of Mahlon Turner and Mrs. Leona
Lv. 11 00
6.00
6.15
10.10
Lv. STONINGTON.
fi30
4.40
Lv. 9.00
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Robertson, en Sherman.
R (»0
11 10
Ar SWAN S ISLAND.
4.15
Read Up
tertained friends at her home Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Clark of
VINALHAVEN LINE—“STEAMER A S. WHITE1
. DAll.Y
DAILY
day ln honor of her ninth birthday. Middletown, Conn., have been visit
EXCEPT
Sunday
EXCEPT
Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
Sandwiches, cherryade and three ing in this place. Mrs. Minnie
SUNDAY
Only
AM. PM
AM
AM.
PM
P.M.
8
birthday cakes were served. At games Edwards, formerly of this town, ac
5.00
2.15
6.00
Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 9.45
5.45
6.00
Ar. VINALHAVEN,
6.15
3.30
9.15
Lv. 8.30
4 30
4.45 R
prizes were won by Beatrice Burgess companied them.
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THOMASTON

WALDOBORO

CAMDEN

A FAMOUS DANCER

In Everybody’s Column

?------------I

Adrerttosmsnts la this column not to

;

FOR SALE

•

Mrs Janie Mank. Miss Venie
Dr C. O. Robbins ot Lawrence. Ruth Page of Chicago At the
I nosed three lines Inserted onoe tor IS
I anti, three times for SO cents. AddlThomas and Mrs Allen Dow of Pram- Mass . will occupy the pulpit of the
| tlonal lines Ovs cents eseb for ont Unit
Camden Opera House Next
WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
Ingham. Mass , are visitors at Miss Baptist church Sunday morning.
I to rents for three tlmea. Sis word* from the manufacturer and aave? Alao
I make a line.
wood at the mill from *1 up Delivery
Friday Night
Fannie Mank's.
Mr and Mrs Loranus Hatch re•xtra. L. A PACKARD. RPD. Thom— And The —
aaton
95-tf
The Iawn 01 the Haskell House was turned yesterday to Cambridge. Mass . |
Next Friday night the residents of
the scene of-a party Monday evening after a visit with relatives ln town
HOUSE lot and barn for vale, corner
Oliver and Park St%. City. A LRHTO,
*
Biven
Oood Luck Rebekah I .edge
tlrben Dougherty has returned from Knox County and surrounding area
R F D 1. Box 51 Thomaaton
102*104
I
_
will enjoy the first great dancer to
j Colcred Hgbte lent beauty to th? oc- Comp Gregory at Gray where he has
dg*<*>s«Be«>e«>e«stees«t*s«te«eee><*ie*|^
PULLETS for Male Parmenter strain.
ev>r
come
to
this
pert
of
Maine
for
a
C Reds, four months old
ALLEN
j caslon and attractive booths drew a bcen spending a few weeks
(ci 75 or more $10 divided, first $5
BATHING SUIT loet Saturday p m . S.
returned home Wednesday.
Agriculta**
tc io oi mw
»
Aug ,7
tween Lakf Megunticook and H COGAN. Ovxter River road. Warren
summer dance recital— Ruth Page
large crowd to the grounds. The
100 -J 05
The
weeklv
meeting
Of
the
OamdenMr. and Mrs. Maynard Linscott j
Rockland. Phone MRS K L. STRATA cement septic tank was Installed second. $3; third. $2
Damariscotta Band furnished an en Rcckport Lions Club was held Tues ballet director of the Chicago Grand
,di
100
or
more,
$15
divided,
first
TpH.
Mb-M. Itockianit___________ hnmib
OROWINO
BUSINESS
for
sale,
worth
spent Tuesday In Portland
last week at the farm of Paul Pieri
Opera Company
Investigation. Oood reason for selling
joyable program
.. —
erf.
third
aa(mirth
$2
LAVA
CAMEO,
with gold
setting
pin.
day evening at Wadsworth Inn
$6;
second.
$4.
third,
$3,
lourtn.
52
prl(Uy
brtWfn
r
Co
o(n
*
£
n{
,
Write
B
care
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
in
Jefferson
It
is
a
MO
gallon
tank
Mr and Mrs. Henry Shaw and Har
It was tn the season of 1933 that
Thc flower show of the Waldoboro Following a banquet remarks w-re
__ _________102*107
ie» 140 or more $20 divided, first I v. A leach s store or in 5c and 10c ___________
ris Shaw passed Wednesday with Mr Garden Club was held Tuesday aft
Miss Page was asked to be premiere and will be used for bathroom and
ie> iov or
»
1 .tores HELEN M YORK Call CourlerSIX EXTRA quarts of milk tor Male
made by D A Skinner of Washing
$8; second. $5; third. $4; fourth, $3 oaaette_______________________ iW'tf every day
Shaw's daughter, Mtes Fannie Shaw ernoon at the Hovey homestead with
OVERNESS SARKESIAN.
danseuse and ballet director of the kitchen sink
ton. D C. secretory of the National
__ ________ 101-103
• * • •
leach.
OLASSES In ease lost Tuesday forenoon Tel 568-W __
who has a cottage at Lake Megunti Mrs. Alice Hovey Stenger. hostess.
Chicago Grand Opera Company, and
GLADIOLI.
cut flowern, 75c doz.
Chamber of Commerce of the United
....
_
non
«r mnr®
sin
divided
first , on
Main St. Reward Call COURIERWallace
Spear
of
Jefferson
reports
If
>
200
or
more.
$30
aiv.ota.
nrai,
OAZPrrE
loi
’
lM
cook.
Special bouquet* $1 00 Orders for bulbs.
The affair was charmingly informal, States and James A Tawney also she accepted, pursuing her ambition to
hts 300 hens laying over 50and 600 $9; second $5; third. $4; 4th. 5th, 6th ------- -- ■- j------------------ ----------- CLARA EMERY. 230 Limerock St
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Eldridge and the flowers being displayed without of Washington, regional attorney for build up the opera ballet and free It
Tel_421-M ___ ___________________ 100-102
from out-moded traditions. The bal pullets doing very well. Two more and 7th. $3 each.
SIX-PIECE dining room suite for sale;
daughters Katherine, Geneja and awards Bouquets were arranged in the Federated Land program
,
also complete set of drums and traps
ig* 250 or more. $35 divided, first
let programs during the Operas gained floors have been started in his hen
Etta, who have been spending two the several rooms, a corner miniature
PHONE
1067-W _______
Mrs. J. O. Lauterjung of Mineola.
I $10; second $8; third. $5; 4th. 5th, Cth,
ever-increasing attention and ac house for the pullets.
weeks tn Waldoboro, were In town group attracting much attention The
GIRLS Ivory white painted bed for
1 N. Y.. Is spending a few weeks al her
and 7lh. $3 each.
sale, with spring and mattreiM. *7 large
claim, and ln 1934 the Opera Comp
fireplace arrange
Tuesday and called on friends before mantel and
faehtoned table. >4. grape back
camp at Lake Megunticook. She was
TWO apartments to let. at 21 Talbot old
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Orff's
Corner.
9OSSCRI0ERS 8EMD IU
"Shall the constitution be amended as Clifford Smith. Jr., Mrs Richard Mountain where he built a log cabin.
DEPENDABLE YEAR ROUND
• • • •
proposed by a resolution of the leg
Sept. 10, at Community house; Rock this Island the Todd Wildlife Sanctu
RCMCWALS VOLUMTARieV '.
ICE SERVICE
Krementz.
Miss
Nancy
Krementz.
and
later
erecting
a
orte-story
hou=e.
His
islature to provide for a bond Issue
ary
and
will
preserve
inviolate
all
of
AH' IF YOU'lL PIU THIS HERE
port, Sept. 10, at Mrs. Inez Packards;
for furnishing and paying any ad William Borland.
Mrs. Nellie Starrett who has been
oldest
son
settled
on
the
slope
of
DAY
OR NIGHT
pKSTUftE OF ME TO YOUR
ditional fund.4 necessary Tor main
Simonton, Oct. 9, at Camden; South Its natural features.
ill for several weeks is convalascing
tenance, Interest and the retirement
Vinal Hardv. aged 12, pulled a black Bald Mountain on the place npw
Quality Product, Courteous,
CHECK, IT WILL SHOW THE
of bonds issued by the Deer IsleThomaston, Sept. 19, at Grange Jiallat the home of Dr Ethel Crie Star
In Lincoln county where this island
BOSS WHO TH' HAPORTAUI
Efficient Driven
bass weighing five pounds out of Lake : known as the barren Storey farm.
Sedgwlck Bridge District?"
"Shall the act creating the Deer Isle- Megunticcok this week. The fish was . ..
GUV AR0UW0 HERE REALLY
________________________ _ Whitefield. Cct. 10 at Orange hall
rett.
ls
situated, there have been recorded
CHARLES
H. McINTOSl
Sedgwlck Bridge District be accepted?"
Boothbay, Oct. 8. Orange hallGeorge York of Quincy, Mass. ar
02
exhibition in the J. C. Curtis window.
230 species of birds, <0 varieties of
Few who write to the newspa
Burkettville.
Sept.
5,
at
Mrs
Rut^
Tel
626,
Rockland
rived in town Thursday for an an The Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge District;
The young son of Arthur Cote Is
per realize that thirty lines will
mammals, 500 kinds of plants, 120 of
Raymond iC. Small. Secretary:
Hannon's;
Eamarisiotta,
Sept.
12
at
DAY
OR
NIGHT
nual vacation.
Reported to August 20, 1925.
critically ill at hls home on Atlantic
•acure a hundred readers, while
Printing ........................................ *107.25
Baptist vestry; Ea-t Union. Sept 4. mollusks, 60 of fish and 40 of butter
half a column secures one.
Rev. Victor Simons of the Re
avenue.
Clerk hire ......................................
8 00
flies. Of the 230 species of birds, ap- j
a: Un.on Rsbekah rooms; Hope. Oct
Travel.
telephone.
stationformed Church, with Mrs. Simons
• a « •
proxlmately BO nest on the island.
tlonery etc................................... 453.13
4.
at
Grange
hall;
Nobleboro.
Sept
12^
and daughter Jean, spending the
Elizabeth Curtis
Sixteen
species of warblers breed
*568 38
at Damariscotta Baptist vestry;
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
summer at Boothbay Harbor, were
Elizabeth, widow of Fred L. Curtis. |
there, and of these the Cape May
Rockland. Sept. 18, at Mountain View
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
Published ln accordance with the re died Tuesday at Community Hospital
If
you are a subscriber
Warbler, little known to most New
quirements of chapter 203 of the Public
hall; Sheepscot, Oct. 16, at WiscassetThe
Courier-Gazette and a
Edward Newcombe.
Laws of 1931.
following a major operation. She was
England ornithologists except as a
leaving home for any time, loi
South Bristol. Oct. ll, at Bristol
LEWIS O. BARROWS
Karris Shaw of Boston is visiting
born in this town daughter of George
And other rectal diseases vestry; Union, Sept. 4. at Rebekah rarity on migration, is the most
Secretary of State.
or snort, let us mail the paper
hls Old home on Pine street.
and Beatrice iSpear) Hodgman and
abundant.
The
Bay-breasted
you during your absence. T1
rooms.
Treated Without Pain
Maynard Shaw and family of Port
regular copy of the paper w
was of a family of six. She is sur
Warbler and the Parula Warbler
Ccunty
Prizes
based
on
the
number
go to the home as usual. Ju
or Loss of Time
land are ln 6t. Oeorge for a vacation
vived by two daughters. Mrs. Elmo
hold second and third places.
telephone the address to tl
of exhibitors—
Sydney Metcalf who has been at
Crozier of Rockland and Mrs. Frank
Throughout the spruce woods there
offlce, or mall a card. Tbe pap
<a» 25 or more, two dozen Jars to ring the marvelous song of the
the Knox House for the past week,
Stone of Edgecomb also one brother.,
will follow wherever you go, ai
the winner.
will stop on notice when you a
J Hale Hodgman of this place.
went Thursday to Boston, where he
Winter Wren, and the plaintive calls
TEL. M7S
(b) 40 or more, $5 ilivided, first $3 of the Yellow-bellied (Flycatcher.
rive home. There Will be i
Mrs. Curtis was graduated from S3 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKT 4VD
will «pend a tew days before return
charge.
second, $2.
the Camden High School in 1890 and ...............
Ravens and Bald Eagles occur there,
ing to Lon« Island. ,
.
13780

Mr and Mrs Ralph Churchill and
son are at Miss Nellie Oardlner's on
Oleason street.
Mr and Mrs Stephen Lavender of
Washington. D. C., are visiting their
parents, Dr and Mrs. A. W Peabody,
Mrs Lucretia McNeil who has been
In Lynn. Mass , visiting her daughter

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

j * LOST AND FOUND

$$•*»******«•«•*•
TO LET
j

C

WANTED

-7
MISCELLANEOUS

J Summer Cottages J

ICE SERVICE

PILES

A WANT-AD

DR. JAMES KENT

FIND IT/

Every-Other-Day
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Rockland Breakwater

I

, dtr* ' .'g^reae
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TEI.EPHONE________________ J10 or 194

Mr. and Mrs Philip Rounds of
Greenwich, Conn., are guests of I
Principal and Mrs Sydney Snow al i
Treasure Point
Form, Tenants
Harbor.

0
’ P".

*> *► itt.

An outstanding social event was the
Mrs. Mildred Achorn ls a surgical [
dancing party at the Country Club patient at Knox Hospital, showing
Wednesday evening given by Mr. and encouraging gain
Mrs John Haines McLoon. Mr. ind
_____
Mrs T. C. Stone, and Dr. and Mrs E
Mr and Mrs James Dondte have
L Scarlott. A color scheme of orange M guMU Ml3} gopju,, Pollock Miss
and Jade green was carried out in a | Marcia
Schnavie
and
Robert
charming manner by means of crep Schnavie, of New York, who came
(By Zenette Halil
paper, evergreens and cut flowers f(>r the Barmitzah of Joseph Dond-s
Vlnal's Orchestra furnished music J whlch takes place this morning at
Rockland Breakwater, Aug 24.—
One hundred invitations were issued.' tbe Synagogue.
Summer activities have been at thetr
helghth during the week. Marking
Henry A. Howard motored to BlueMr. and Mrs Fran-.. F. Capen of the climax was an aquatic meet at the
hill Friday and was accompanied on Belmont. Mass., were recent guest > outdoor swimming pool Thursday aft
hte return by hls mother, Mrs. Han- at the home of W. L Blackington at ernoon for the children of both the
nah Howard, who despite her ad- n,e Highlands.
hotel and cottage colonies. Thc hotel
vanced age. 90 years, spends a week
_____
orchestra played during the games
each summer at her former home in j Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett and afterward for tea which was
that town.
.
entertained the Crockett Store crowd served on the lawn. Prizes were
-------- ,
at a wienie roast Wednesday night awarded and more than 100 guests
Wilson B Keene who has recently at their cottage at Ginns Point gathered to watch the events.
returned from a 8outh American Cards and beano furnished entertain• a • a
cruise te guest of hls grandparents,! ment for
evening.
Col. and Mrs. Arden Flood of NewMr and Mrs. H. O. Ourdy. Masonic
_____
York arrived on Friday for a visit here
street, fce was met In Boston by Mrs
Mrs w w oraves of Malden. Mass
also Mr. and Mrs. John Aspinwall of
Ourdy. Mrs Ruth Bird and hte sister u visiting her father and sister. W L. New York.
Janet. Mr Keene will enter Massa- Blackington and Miss Anne B Black• » • •
chusetts Institute of Technology , ington. at The Highlands
William J. Collins of Philadelphia
this fall.
.
_____
will rejoin hte family at .their SamO-------Mr and Mrs. Hiram Crie are guests
Mrs. Charles S Hall entertained at [ of j^. and Mrs L w spencer In set cottage for the remainder of the
t!ie Oscar Duncan cottage, Holiday i Lafayette, R. I., while Mr Crie is season.
* • • •
Beach. Tuesday afternoon for Mtes having two weeks' vacation from tbe
Naljona| Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. James Magee of New_____
York, season guests at the Samoset
Miss Alcada Hall of Thomaston was gave a cocktail party thb evening ln
Mr. and Mrs Richard Hodson and , a recent gU€st of Mbs Estelle Hall at the lounge of the hotel. Their guests
son Spaulding of Reeds Perry. N. H the Hall cottage. Ash Point.
included Miss Bertha Heide. Mr and
arrive today and will be at the Oeorge
Mrs Leonard L. HUI. Mr and Mrs B
Green homestead at South Thomas
Mr. and Mrs Oilbert Cronin and F. Wilson Mr. and Mrs. Howard W.
ton. Mr Hodson has, been attending daughter. Betty, of Wakefield. Mass.
summer sessions at Bates College.
have been guests of Mr and Mrs. D
Mr and Mrs. J. A. Jameson have
L. McCarty, making a tour of Canada returned from Portland where they
Mrs. Robert Snow gave a bridge tea on their way home.
attended a meeting of executive com
Thursday complimenting Miss Emma
mittee of the State Loan and Bldg
Wellington. Honors were won by
Elaine Achom and Robert Achorn
Association.
Mrs A. P. Blaisdell, Ml-s Lillian i are visiting their uncle and aunt.
Baker and Miss Wellington.
i supt and Mrs. E. A. Smalley, in
Miss Estella I. Stevens of Worces
-------, 1 Vinalhaven.
ter, Mass. will be a guest at Breeze
Mrs. E. J. Hellier entertained'
_____
Sleeper Bible Class at an outing
Miss Anne B Blackington and her mere for the next 10 days.
yesterday at her cottage at Crescent! sister. Mrs W W Oraves of Malden
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Keller and
Beach.
Mats., gave a contract party Thurs
day evening at the former's home at daughter Olenice of Milton. Mass,
Mr and Mrs. R E. Estes motored •nte Highlands Honors were won by are visiting relatives in Rockland and
to Winthrop yesterday, accompanied Mrs Fred Llnekin. Mrs. John O. vicinity.
home by their sons. Donald and Mor Stevens. Mrs. Fred Fiske of Whitins
Dr. and Mrs Bennett R Speer ai.d
ton. who have been at the "Y" ''amp ville. Mass. Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper.
for the season.
Mrs. O. M. Derry, and Mrs. Rots daughter Dorothy of Scarsdale. N Y,
are guests of Mr and Mrs. J. N.
Wilson of Elgin. Ill.
Mrs .E. E Marston of Portland was
Southard.
in the city Monday. On her return
Misses Susie and Helen Sleeper
she was accompanied by her son gave a party Tuesday afternoon, their
Chester Homer and family of New
Richard who has been visiting hte guests being the Merri-meeters and ton Center Mass, are at their cottage
grandfather. John Lothrop, and other daughters and a few others, making at Ingrahams Hill.
relatives for 10 days.
up five tables of cards, with honors
Mrs. Charles L. Kalloch and sons
going to Mrs. James Mitchell, Mrs
Misses Carmen Pelletier and Jean
Cleveland Sleeoer, Mrs Georgia Snow- Norman and Richard of Worcester,
ette Pelletier returned to Waterville
tomorrow after spending two weeks A profusion of cut flowers formed arc at Breezemere.
colorful decorations.
at a cottage at Ash Point.
Willard Nesbit Jr, of Woodfords te
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Ingraham had
Mr and Mrs. Edward Henne sey spending a week with Mr and Mrs.
as weekend guests Mr and Mrs. and daughter Margaret Ptancea of Herbert Hall. Summer street.
Daniel McKennev. i/on McKenney | Northampton, Mass., who have been
and Miu Margaret Carton of Brlgh- j during in Canada, are guests of Mr
Capt. J. H. Sweeney and family,
who have been occupying one of O.
ton Mass
and Mrs D L McCart-v
8. Duncan's cottages at HolidayMr. and Mrs. Philip Howard ar.d Beach for two weeks have returned
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie return taJoseph Buckley were guests of Mr,
to Everett, Mass.
iy from a week's motor trip to Lubec
and Mrs Ellis Nash in Damariscotta
nd the RiDogenus section.
Miss Inez Waldron of Milton, Mas*
Miss Elizabeth Kllleran of Portland Thursday.
te a guest of Miss Nathalie Waldron.
visiting her cousin. Miss Marian
Mrs. Freeman Young is at her
Holmes street.
[arshall, Ocean street,
summer home “The Delaware." Glenmere. for several days. Joining there
Mrs. Iva Rollins who has been
W. L. Blackington, daughters Mrs.
her sisters. Mrs. Earl Harbach of guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Had.
f. W Oraves of Malden, Mats., and
Bangor and Mrs. Charles Keene of has returned to Oardiner.
[tes Anne B. Blackington. and Mrs.
Somerville, Mass.
ina Ulmer, motored to Ripley Point
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lewis and
tcently and were guests of Mrs. Alvin
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Tibbetts daughters Virginia and Dorothy and
ash of Upper Malden at her summer Mr. and Mrs. E. W Pendleton of
son Charles have returned to New
ome there.
Camden. Lewis Pendleton of N. Y, York after spending two weeks ut
spent Tuesday in Hampden High
Breezemere.
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Constantine and
lands.
uests Mrs. John Keen of Quincy,
Mrs. E. W Pendleton of Camden
lass., motored to Bangor Thursday.
Mrs. H. J. Keating was hostess to
ha* been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
A corn roast party at Oinn’s Point the Wawenock Club for picnic supper
/ednesday had as participants Mr. Wednesday, as a farewell party for H. E. Tibbetts, Grace street. Visitors
nd Mrs. Edward Baxter, Mr. and Mrs. Susie Campbell who leaves in there Thursday included Mr. and
[rs Elmer Teel, Mr. and Mrs. Harry the near future to make her home tn Mrs Lewis Pendleton of New York
evensaler. Mr. and Mrs. John Luke Portland. Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton ar.d Mrs. Sarah Day and Miss Alta
[iss Susan Spear, Miss Nellie Teel, Mrs. Cora Smith, former member of Pendleton of Camden.
[tes Edna Peavey, Arthur Bowley. the club, were also special guests.
Miss Helen McNamara of Rockland
eland Blackington Jr., and Albert Mrs. Campbell was presented with a
Innis and Miss Antonia McInnis of
evensaler. Cards were a feature tf memory bouquet of flowers, made up
and Eagle Rock. Va, and John Mcae evening; with Harry Levensaler. of individual bouquets brought by
Rockland, Boston and Eagle Rock.
[tes Spear, Albert Levensaler and Mr. the different members.
Long a Va, made a brief visit this week at
,uke winning honors.
member of the club, Mrs. Campbell's their Rockland home.
departure to another city is viewed
Mrs L. A. Clark of Thomaston and with regret.
Mrs. Oscar Duncan cntertainecf'a.t
er father. Oscar Oould of Belfast
an all-day picnic Wednesday at her
hester B. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Oowell have as cottage at Holiday Beach.
Tlie
ones and daughter*, Mrs. Gladys guest Miss Ida Bamford of Bucks
guests were members of N. N Club.
[organ motored to Fairfield Thurs- port.
ay and called on Miss Hazel N. Day
Miles Haskell. Jr, and son Miles of
Miss Mabel Stover who te employed Portland were in the City Sunday as
tho is a patient at the Central Maine
anitarium. They found Miss Day at the Riverview Restaurant in guests of the former's parents. Ml.
plendidly gaining, and happily anti- Damariscotta was surprised Wednes and Mrs. Miles Haskell. They were on
ipating her birthday which would day evening by a group of Rockland their way from Castine where their
all on the following day. The visl- friends who motored over for shore son attended music camp for two
ors brought many gifts for the oc- dinner. Present were Mrs. S. T. weeks.
asion. The motorists continued on Constantine. Mrs. BenJ. P. Browne
i> Skowhegan and called on Col. and of Holyoke. Mass, and Coopers Beach,
Miss Margaret Bartlett, Mrs. A. A.
jrs. John S. Fogler, at their lovely Mrs. Helen Knowlton, Miss Eda Rezac, Mrs. A. J. Kidd and son Allan
ome overlooking the Kennebec Knowlton of Winchester. Mass., and have returned to Omaha, Neb, after
liver, Col. Fogler. past commander Rockland. Miss Julia Anderson of spending the summer with Mr. anti
f the State Department of the Philadelphia. Mrs. Charles Whitmore, Mrs. J. M. Bartlett, South Thomas
(rand Army of the Republic, al-* Mrs. Harold Oliddeo, Mrs. Evelyn ton. They were accompanied by
hough 91 this coming November, en- McKusick and Miss Leola Rcbinson. Oscar H. Emery, Jr, of Bar Harbor.
oys good health and alertness of
Special Bargains in Dry Cleaning
Miss Christol Cameron of the Filst
lind.
The group presented Mr.
lould, Chester Jones and R. L. Jones again next week at Peoples' Laundry. National Bank force, 1s spending her
s others who have passed tire four Bring In your bundle or telephone two weeks vacation with Mr. and
core mark, their ages respectively 170 for free collection and delivery. Mrs. Charles W. Swlmm ln Winthrop,
Mass.
eing, 89, 84 and 81.
I "We will not be undersold."—adv.
Emma Wellington who will make her (
home in Warren with her brother.

»
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Span
Oceans with
the marvelous

7&«r1936
Albro and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Haustetter of New York, Mr. and Mrs.
Watson H Caldwell of Brooklyn, Mrs.
Lindsey
Hall
of
Orantwood
N. J. David C. Bradley, iMr.
and Mrs. Bernard Wilmson. Mr. and
Mrs Sheridan W. Scott, Charles J.
Eiscnlohr of Philadelphia, Mrs. C. L.
Stricker cf Jersey City. Mr. and Mrs.
Karl W. Corby and Miss Mary Ellen
Corby of Washington. Justice and
Mrs. WUllam R. Riddell of Toronto
and Captain Priestley.
• • a a

will return to ®amden for the late
season.

• • • •
Mrs. Leonard L. Hill of New York
entertained Friday afternoon with a
Kino oarty in the ballroom of the
SamO'et Quests were Mrs. Oeorge
R. Westerfield. Mrs. Howard W. Albro
Mrs. James Magee. Mrs. William J
81o.tne, Mrs Alfred Ommen. Mrs
Albert Haustetter. Mrs. Frederick
Ballard, Mrs A S. Carman. Miss
8arah I. Harrison and Mrs. Charles
W Baker, of New York. Mrs. Justin
Uffinger of Summit, N J.. Mrs.
Oeorge Montgomery. Mrs Sherlden
W Scott. Mrs. John A Nieson and t
Mrs J. 8cott Fowler, of Philadelphia, |
Mrs. John A. Cochran, Mrs. Joseph K
Smith, Mrs. Frances Jackson, the1
I Mi.-ses Letltls and Frances Pearson.

PHILCO
^EVER before has radio reached such
heights of tone, power and world-wide
reception as in the new 19,16 Philco! Your
favorite American stations—Europe, Austra
lia, South America—all the world! The most
exciting reception in radio history!

Urey W. Conway of Wilmington will
arrive from Cape Cod today for hte
annual stay al the SamOset. Mr. and
Mrs. Anton J. Federer of Maplewood.
N. J., arrive tomorrow for the rest of
the season. Thetr son. William, who
1s at Camp Wapello wUl Join them for
; Mrs Watson H. Caldwell, Mrs. David
the Holiday weekend.
1 F Manning. Mrs. Louis O. Rountree.
Mrs. Dean C. Osborne of Brooklyn Misses Anna and Florence Logan, and
gave tea this afternoon at her cottage Mr James M Fawcett of Brooklyn,
ln Camden for 50 friends. Mr. and | Mr.- J. C. Throckmorton of JerseyMrs. Osborne are returning to New 1 City. Mrs. Karl W. Corby and Miss
York Monday to meet Mrs. William Mary Ellen Corby of Washington. Mrs.
Osborne and her daughter. Mbs Betty Stevens cf Detroit. Mrs Henry H.
Fawcett and Miss Lucille Fawcett of Windsor. Sr. of Chicago. Mrs Lindsey
Brookyln who are returning from a Hail of Orantwood. N. J., and Mrs.
six weeks cruise abroad. The Osbornes iWUliam R. Riddell of Toronto.

AN IDEAL SETTING
Rockport Garden Club Meet^

At

Orbeton

Gardens —

Guest Speakers of Merit
Perfect weather, accompanied by
cool breezes, aided in making the sec
ond annual open meeting of the

Rockport Oarden Club one of the most

I

Exceptional
POWER

Covert Every Broadcast
Service On The Air

$7450
WHS

Hia AX.a.e Aarint

PHILCO 6408
Overaize Electro - Dy
namic Speaker,
Pro
gram Control,
Auto
matic Aerial selector.
Shadow Tuning and
scores of other “bal
anced" featnrm make
this handsome Baby
Grand a sensation for
tone and world-wide
performance!

43 New 1936
PHILCOS

RISING-MERCER
Mr and Mrs. James R. Mercer of
Reading. Mass, announce the mar
riage of their daughter. Elizabeth, to
Elmer A. Rising of Rockland. The
wedding took place Saturday evening,
Aug 17, at the home of the bride's
parents. Mr and Mrs. H T. Rising,
parents of the groom, together with
their grandson. Richard Rising of i
Swan's Island, and Mr. and Mis
Dwight Frisbee of Concord. N H, J

Including Govarnmant Waalhc r Foraca its

$20 up

With Philco
Atrial

A//-wave

$105

PHILCO 650X

This marvelous Inclined
Sounding Board model combines superb

tone with complete American and For
eign reception! New "balanced” features
Include Shadow Tuning, Program Con
trol, Automatic Aerial Selector, Illumi
nated Precision Radio Dial. etc. Beau

tiful hand-rubbed cabinet.

a-

t

Big Trade-in Allowance

EASY

TERMS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
SOLE PHILCO AGENTS

pleasing in its history. Members and
PHONE 721
ROCKLAND
442 MAIN STREET
guests at the beautiful gardens ot were among the guests. After Sept
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton in West 9 Mr. and Mrs Rising will be at home
Rockport enjoyed a talk on the work gt „ Wendel, &trwt Cambrldge
and aims of the CCC Camp by Capt.'
Henry Carver of Simonton, Mrs.
Pendergast of the new camp at CamSPRUCE HEAD
MRS. BLODGETT S TASK
Maud Winchenbach. daughters Lots
de"’
,
u
„
THE TENANTS HARBOR LIBRARY
and Barbara and sons Clayton and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Richard
Hammond
Much interest was shown in Capr.
____
Will Preserve Important Rec
Kenneth. Mr and Mrs Oeorge Carroll
Pcndergast's talk and many questions > The Eleanor Jackson Memorial
ords For D. A. R.—Asks had as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs and daughters Elaine and Florence of
asked. A great deal of satisfaction - Library at Tenant's Harbor te to be
Maurice Leach and son Maurice, Mr Rockland. Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Bean
Your Aid
was felt when it became known thatJ opened to the general public for in1 and children Edward. Herbert, Arthur
the Intentions are to make the Cam spection next Wednesday.
Mrs
and Mrs. Herbert Leach and Mr and
Editor of The Courie--Oazette:—
and Bobby of Union. Mrs. Alice
den CCC camp one of the outstand Perley Miller, the librarian, and Miss
Mrs. Irving Leach of South Union; Daniels and four children of Tenant’s
As
State
chairman
of
Oencatogical
ing character developments and edu Libby, from the Augusta State LibraryHarbor. Mr and Mrs A Teague and
cational units of thc country.
will be ln attendance to greet visitors Records. Maine D A .R, I am very Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carroll and
children of Warren. Mr and Mrs.
Among these present was Mrs. and answer questions. It was ex anxious to obtain many copies ol daughter-in-law. Mrs. Lawrence CarPercy Alexander of Brunswick. John
pected
that
State
Librarian
Dunnack
j
John W. Hutchinson of Saginaw.
Bible records, giving births marriages roll. Mrs Ray Kalloch and daughter
Leach of Union, and Miss Bean ot
Mich, state president of the Michi would honor the occasion by hte pres-| and deaths; also records taken from
Phyllis
of
Thomaston,
Mr.
and
Mrs
1
Waldoboro.
_
gan Farm and Home Oarden Club. ence, but illness htu, unfortunately _
'
•’
’
She 1s also an officer of the Michigan prevented. In connection with the
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES I
Federation of Oarden Clubs. Mrs. public occasion, to which there is gen Military Commissions, Obituaries.
Hutchinson gave an interesting out eral invitation, a silver tea will be Wills and Deeds; Old Diaries or lls’s
line of the work done in her state, served at the heme of Mrs. R. J. containing genealogical Information
stressing a scholarship fund award MacKenzie. across the street from the and similar recojds, especially In
Knox County, but from any other
annually to some girl in that state, library.
places as well.
giving her tuition to the State Col
If anyone does not care to make a
Special Bargains in Dry Cleaning
lege. She also spoke of a loan fund
furnished by her organization from again next week at Peoples' Laundry. I copy and will loan the original to me
which students may borrow at five Bring in your bundle or telephone I will take good care of same and
making a final price slash on all goods left
170 for free collection and delivery. [ return promptly. My work te to make
per cent interest.
three typewritten copies of all records
Before the meeting adjourned for "We will not be undersold."—adv.
over from Dollar Days
available, one to go to our State
Its social hour a report of the Rock
Library in Augusta; one to tht
port Oarden Club's activities was giv
MON.-TUES.
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
Historical Society ln Portland, and
en and attention called to the need of
one
to
the
National
Library
of
the
raising funds within the next fev;
Daughters of the American Revolu
weeks to enable the club to carry on !
The first man she ever
tion Society. Washington. D C. In
its civic welfare work this winter.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
this way all such data, whether relatloved comes bark into her
The first president of the Rockport
1
ing
to
Revolutionary
times,
or
before
life to make up for nine
Club, Mrs. Mary Spear, was asked to
or since, will be preserved for all time.
rise by the present president, Mrs
years between kissrs!
Copies are to be exactly ln the words,
Mildred Holmes, and due honors were
spelling, punctuation, etc. Tombstone
paid her by the club. Among the |
W-I
K A Y
records, in Addition to the name, the
guests were Mrs. Pendergast and sev
location oi the cemetery or burying
eral Rockport people who are spend
ground and thc county in which it te
ing a vacation in their home town.
situated should be definitely Stated,
Refreshments were served at the close I
such as “In a field 500 yards west of
of the meeting. Mr and Mrs. Orbeold Griggs place (now, 19351 owned
ton were ideal hosts.
by John Doe and occupied by Richard
A Warner Bros. Hit with
Roe. 3H miles west of Rockland.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hardy cf
GEORGE BREMT
Whether abandoned or kept up and if
Washington, D. C, and Mr. Hardy s
so. bv whom. Frequently a stone it te
PATRICIA ELLIS
sisters, made a brief visit in Rock-1
DONALD WOODS
impossible to read will be quite legible
la’/i this week.
tf photographed.
In copying a tombstone, the com
Ms. Sarah Brackett and steter, Mrs
plete inscription should be copied
W. M. Flanagan of Detroit, Mich,
Except where desired, memorial
were In Old Town Sunday.
verses and Biblical inscriptions may
be omitted. West of the Alleghenies
Mrs. W. M. Flanagan has returned
it has usually been found impractito her home n Detroit after spending
able to copy tombstones of tho3e
two weeks with her sister. Mrs. Sarah
whose dates of birth were later than 1
G-Man matches
Brackett 77 North Main street.
! 1850. I must have all data, tabulated, J
wits with his Navy
| indexed and bound for each of thc j
Miss Elizabeth Haskell te visiting
above-mentioned organizations by
Pal Pat.
her uncle, Miles Haskell, Jr, in Port
j March 1st, therefore I must receive
A Waracr Bros. Hit with
land.
the fastest, funniest
I same long before that date in order
I to get It Into proper shape.
JAMES CAGNEY
knock • 'em • down and
Miss Margaret K. Rose of Worces
It te hoped some day to have the
drag-'em-out roaring riot
PAT O BRIEN
ter, Mass 1s guest of Mrs. E H
D. A. R Library the greatest
these unstrung harps ever
TODAY
Frank McHn|h, Allen JankiM
Cameron at Holiday Beach, and Mrs.
| American Historical Library In the
Oli.ia de Hetillaad
banged across the screen!
BUCK JONES
John Hewett in Thomaston.
country. Won't the readers of this
ln
! please help to make tt so.
"THE CRIMSON TRAIL”
"SMART GIRL"
NOW
Maude E. Blodgett
1855
1935
with ILA Ll'PINO, KENT TAYLOR
PLAYING

AFTER DOLLAR DAYS

SAVINGS

Francis

IRISH

IN US

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
122Stf

Artistic Memorials in Stone

PARK©

Telephone 409
Matinee 2-00; Evening 6.45, 8.45

Special Bargains in Dry Cleaning
again next week at Peoples’ Laundry.
Bring in your bundle or telephone
170 for free collection and delivery.
We will not be undersold."—adv.

•i

Phone 892

Shows:
Mat 2.00; Evg. 6.4S, 8.45.
Cont. Sat. 2.15 to 10.45

Every-Other-Day
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People You Should Know

comes from the Pacific Ocean sea
ANNUAL FIELD DAY
kelp; Is rich In organic minerals;
easily assimilated by stock, and the |£nox Academy Members and
answer to all this Is—they are bet_
. .
_ ,
ter fed and produce more milk and
Guests Listen To Interest

remarked upon ln reference to
botanical names and th ecorreot way
of entering the name of any speci
men. and dates back to 1864 for
genus and I860 for specie, with the
old genus names and peoples' names
ing Papers
capitalized only. The first legiti
------Rations adopted at the business mate use of a botanical name is to be
meeting of the Knox Academy of retained The name of the collector
Arts and Sciences at the annual field who discovers a certain variety has
day held at the Knox Arboretum, at his name after the scientific name
which Jesse Tolman of Rockland according to code rulings.
An effort is also being made to
presided were addressed to the
Oovernor and Council and read thus standardize all names of plants. The
"Since Knox Academy of Arts and difference between Europe and the
Sciences has deeded its real estate ot United States is that ln Europe every
100 acres, known as the Knox I one uses the scientific name for
Atboretum to the State, with the plants whether he has studied botany
understanding that Federal and ' or not. while in the U S. A. common

eggs
"Stan " surprised hls parents
| with a good healthy shout first in I
Cushing; dug clams for hls first coin
of the realm; hls 410 Winchester
automatic rifle is hls good time pal. 1
By HELEN NELSON, Special Staff Feature Writer
and a dozen good boiled lobsters
(Copyright 1935—By Claude Must—Reproduction in Any ITay Forbidden)
would make a very satisfactory meal
for this "six foot two” he-man of
246 pounds September Is hls luckv
simple natural methods. Katharine EUSE ALLEN CORNER
W. E. IJORNAN A SONS
month. White Owl cigars always
X/OUR foremost dance call for another; knows a heap 1
★ ★★★ «r?PFICrENVY
Is a Small Is an expert in all branches of ★
authority
Is
Eltse
C rather overworked beauty work and a student of Charabout Coast Ouard Stations and
word. but one place where lt scores lotto Alley Betts. She Is cheerful, Allen Comer, 23 Brewster street, steam yachts—spent years around
all..............
modem
up ICO per cent Is with the House of bas a smiling countenance and Is Anyone can dance
------ -- both
Has "IT' ln more ways than
Doman. who operate at East Union, ever ready to give you the latest and dances, learn the newest steps, poise, one. especially w*hen lt comes to State Funds would be forthcoming i names are ln use which are hard to
one of the best equipped monument best In beauty secrets. As the world balance, lead, follow In confidence understanding the farmers’ view
manufacturing plants tn New Eng- sPun on >** axis
twirled her off at ’ qmckly by her instructions. You
gnd bp.g M wldp awaXe in ac.
.land. own their own quarry at -Lin- l Cushing. Me. She
OUrt has been in
__
____ _ _____ ~ . a
*
In twaiai
busl-— I aknow
your success as a dancer
, TOlnmodattng folka that even hu,
fun Qf electrh.Uy
colnvllle, have a modern display ness here four years; despite non pends upon your training. She has
room and work shop at Thomaston, dieting she's toothplck-thln; wins made many people the most popu-j phon(,
gnd
How mufll
and wtiose name Is a guarantee for compliments ln her work from the lar In their set since she has been . hgg buslneM
wlth
„ew
Miss Florence MgngmgJ.
perfection In granite and marble most critical; annoyed by dripping teaching dancing
work. William E. Doman and hls faucets ar.d flapping window blinds; Molloy, charming assistant, has
two progressive sons. Edwin and here s a wee bit more almost forgot. charge of the tap dancing and de__
serves our orohlds "Eltse" fairy EDWARD P. STARRETT
James, are alive Do their finger tips dances smoothly; lobsters her favor
T’HE RE 8 something
ln business civic and social activi ite food and sailing is where she godmother lifted her wand over her
about the word “ploties. The boys are third generation shines ln sports. ...... crib first In Finland. At six years
Phone 270-W and ask: How many old when ready to leant her A B Cs, neer" that makes you want to take
ln the business, and their grand
father set the Sullivan statue ln Ap years has she been making "my fair into America she canto and learned off your hat. and In this exclusive
them. She has lived here three crowd we find Edward P Starrett of,
pleton. which today levels up as fine lady" charming?
vears- has 180 pupils and largest Thomaston, longest established, conas the day it was set. The Soldiers' I
•
dancing school and gives us twice a stsntly active grocer. But few peomonuments at Union and Warren WILLIAM J. ROBERTSON
____
v
„
year
the grandest of dancing re- P* can boast of serving nearly three
also pay tribute to their efficient
k*
cRala: has misplaced so many brace- generations with quality food for thetr
workmanship. They use as much
«nttnn ,nri
1*U thinks she will have one welded tables, but one of the few is Ed
granite from away as from home; the things. modem ln
Invention and
provide any kind the world produces, ability have provided for us. and the on her wrist; has tw-8 favorite rings; Surrett He wasnt very much grown
and there's distinction, simplicity, modern man and woman ot today likes red fingernails on women's up when he surted ln . but he was a
sticker When he set hls mind on j
dignity about their work that ranks hates to be behind the times. In hands; enjoys eating Ice cream betdoing a thing—lt was as good as
with the best work done anywhere. Thomaston there's no excuse for | t*r than anything else and Is prac
The museum building at Knox Arboretum is really an imposing strucdone and he has been so active.
tically
a
vegeurlan;
eyes
twinkle
They have special sand blasting ma- being a back number—because we
spreimens Small wonder that Knox Academy
like the stars- often JU« misses being , helping hls customers hls commum- lure, and contains pricel,
chinery with which they do work have -willlt-m J. Robertson, who Is
of Arts
Sciences
wants the interior completed.
hit by a car while crossing street cor- V and hl. friends that up to this -- and
— —
----------right In the cemetery. "W. E.. '*Ed , up
the jgst
tn what Is new.
ners- sets from us a top rating; date he has had no time left to grow
'-------------------- -------------------------------and "Jim" all sprang from the soil
hls business Is lumber.
three hobties are dancing, reading wrinkles. Those little lines around for the completion of the 8cience and eradicate because of the length of
of Knox County, Ed says hls Dad paint. building supplies, and build
hls eyes grew from laughing. He Art Building, the Governor
and time they have been ln use
and brother are the real works- ing Itself. Add to all this — the and theatre; knows how to dress; first kicked up hts toes right across Council having shown their good ln- Miss Florence Agnes Nelson of
he's only the Sales Manager—so just Hectrolux Refrigerator, for either possesses good manners; owns the the bridge from the store; a pitch- lentlons by supplying money for the Livermore, a shell specialist, spoke
form your own opinion on that one gas or kerosene use; the lovely Ban- 8»>est kin'1 of a laugh; and scores of
fork and a hayload remind him ol construction of the second story and most entertainingly of The Charm of
Back of the wheel on the long high- ggl Ogs Rangp wlth
rinest ta. people like her-and I'm one of
an Herb Oarden.
She remarked
the first dollar he earned; the na- i roof.
way ts "W. E.'s" fun; the Orange is sulation—and the newest of the new. them, "so help me!”
"And since the Academy can not | that an herb garden is much more
tlonal
sport
—
baseball
has
brought
Phone 870 and ask: How long has
Jim's favorite recreation, and help Brlgsteel kitchen sink, costing easily
him many Joyful hours. He keeps In properly function until the building attractive than a rock garden espeln
lerpslchoing to make Legion Fairs a success a third less than the cast Iron enamel sh*
ls finished inside, and funds providedf daily If the latter is not in a natural
touch with families as they come
is where Ed shines They belong sink, twice as pretty to look at. and rean art?
for the upkeep of the Arboretum, setting Prom her many facts were
and go. ano never fails them when I
, . . .. „
,.
with the crowd wro originate things something you want to find out
..
j
a as
therefore be it resolved by the Knox ’earned as to the origin of herbs it
they need a word of encouragement
..
,
.. . .
Academy of Arts and Sciences in the , saving in the bible that herbs were
and are community workers through
first possible chance. William STANLEY MILLER
a slap on the back, or a word ot
,
A
.
and through
Robertson has erected houses, apart ★★★★ LIBRE'S a man who is a tribute—m fact he's the first one to annual meeting assembled Aug 14 placed upon the earth the second day
Phone 114-3 and ask' How long ments. churches, helped build the
true friend to the pass along good news. The store Is that we earnestly request the State O( creation, while man was created
has this business been established?
farmers
tn
this
Maine area—and hls so cheerful and spotless, that the through the Oovernor and Council the sixth day. But since then herbs
Rockland Syndicate block, and he'll
, . ...
to provide funds for the Science and man have been closely associated,
put on a r.ew roof, new porch, or do judgment ts worth listening to We re flies detour If people
lnthis world B(nld,ng
..
Every race of people on the face of
talking
about
Stsmley
Miller.
Mana

KATHERINE SMALL
repair job for you. as cheerfully as a
ClaFratf in
were »,1
all like ••£»''
“Ed" Surrett,
in niav.
play I Although threatening weather kept
the earth uses herbs in some way She
ger
of
the
Newcastle
Oraln
Com

OM the beginning of big contract Prince Edward Island
ing golden rule policies, they never
pany. on Knox street. Thomaston, would have had to coin that word many away, the 32 who attended felt referred to a passages in the Book of
well repaid for risking showers and Proverbs where it says. "Better a
many songs praising Her beauty registered his first happy laugh; one of the nationally known Park k "slacker".............................................
Mrs. Messer of Auburn who is much dinner of herbs where love Is than
We are told of the Princess of The catching lobsters under the rocks Pollard houses. Peed and flour is
Phone 156-4 and ask: How long interested in all its activities, des-J a d.nner of ox".
Nile, whose fame has come down was hls first business deal; seeing an old old story with this firm. In has he been taking care of com
cribed it as being the best meeting j
....
through the pages of history for new beauty In homes Is hls Joy- fact. Ralph R Park, founder of this munity food needs In this same spot?
the Knox Academy has had. and she;
po.med out the cleansing pro3000 years, and we also hear of her that and people. Loves children; business, originated the first dryhas been present at nearly all of
the|r
vg]Ue
•
beauty secrets. Therefore the art has a handshake as genuine as mash feed on the market—'"Lay or
them
....
*
nd
vaIu
*
“
food
Tt
«eems
that
lt
of beautifying the fair sex is not Maine's pine forests; possesses "that Bust " 31 years ago and he has made HARRY SMITH
was
the
Greeks
and
Romans
who
inmodem, but a very ancient one. The certain something" we all admire: a life study of what Is best to feed
The address of welcome to the as-| ventwj usei for herbs and that ln
up my sleeves, lean , wmWy ,n thc afternoon following in
modem Knox County woman is even never straddles the fence; stands by poultry nr.d stock. Just now they
connection with the herbs are some
"V^as^nV^Sa! 7^ *nterM“n' 8,OrlCS and leRends
more beautiful than was Cleopatra. his friends and couldn't count them are startling the growers with the story ^oVHarVsmih^i’Mall
results
of
their
New
Manamar
Feeds
A visit to the Katherine Beauty- all ln a month of Sundays. . .
and adding new customers to their street, the auto servicing fellow who Creigh’n Smlth former teacher of
*" IUly
IUly Where
where fenneU
fennel! **
is K
so
Phone 124-3 and ask: When did
Shop. 18 Gay street, -will bring out
much
used.
In
Switzerland,
the
list
every
day.
This
'"Manamar"
“
knows
hls
bolts."
Now
if
you
are
and preserve your good looks by he build his present plant?
Latin and English ln thc Thomas.on caraway was used by the lake dwellers
!Ch00’ l°
th* dark
’”en the monks
still r"ln^mLTto me’bv m!
r frt^n Skla„rtivS P O1"°rd0f BrOCk,On M4 ‘ aUth” hved such cloistered lives thev had
army of friends tn Rockland, they tell Qf .IThe Belle ^erg - an{j other books 1
their hert> gardens It is the Prench
me all auto work done by him. as ^turer, who is visiting with Louis
who u-e the herbs to flavor their
well as outboard motor service and ^aiger al Rockland, made appropriown delicious cooking while in Eng
marine engine work is "guaranteed." ; gte rep)y
FavP Hvland. asland in 1800 during Shakespeare's
I've poked around and sifted and tlstant botanist at the University of
WILL, ROGERS whose lo's Is that I a letter from Will's secretary, dated ous account of his happy landing
time, herbs were of use. Shakespeare
of a personal one in every home August 13th, at Beverly Hills, thankThe Courier-Gazette 1s the first found it is true "Harry" was bom Maine, gave a very interesting talk having an herb garden of hls own.
where his voice was ever heard J ing her for the "Voice Sketch" of publication to present his Voice only one and that was at St George. upon the Survey ot the Trees and Lavender ln England is placed in
comes through an unusual co-inci-1 WILL ROGERS Just received and Sketch in the copyrighted feature He worked on the back-to-the-land Shrubs in Maine." He explained the 1’nens, and fragrance is extracted
dence. a little closer to Rockland's [ stating that WILL was away on a “VOICES ON THE AIR which was movement picking blueberries for his reasons for such a survey, which was from the plants. The sweet smelling
Courier-Gazette today, than to any trip, and this would be awaiting his to be released shortly for publication, first thin dimes At age of 12 was started in 1933. and stres'ed the herbs were brought first to America
other paper in the land
return.
which has corralled a voice picture youngest person In Maine to hold need of locating definitely the varie by the Pilgrims, there being but few
This morning's mail brings to Helen
That is the trip on which he took of America's own beloved “Native driver license. When at the old age ties of trees and shrubs in the State native of this country. Doctors will
Nelson, special feature writer in the off, but from which he will never be Son", who "never met a person he of 14 started making stalled cars run: I instead of holding to the old indefin- j ^1( more than onp ha'lf of the medimakes his own flies and is a big fly | tte wav of saying, generally such a1 c;ne is pure|y of herbs
"People You Should Know" columns | able to breeze along his own humor- , didn't like"—WILL ROGERS
fish hunter; has no wings, but variety as found “east of the MissisRe.,ides being used for seasoning,
smokes "Wings;" overseas almost a [ sippi." which is quite common in all and perfume, there are certain races
year in World War; every day seems j books on plant and tree life,
who use them for a meat preserva
to be a holiday with him; times as j This information will be placed on tive. and there are those who use
noisy as a trombone; never intends j file and will be accessible to any them for a rodent repellant. They
to leave Rockland, but hls hair is J who will need the information for
are also a splendid deodorant and in
leaving: but if you still must have legitimate use. Of course, the in olden times a preventative to con
Dialing the Parade oi Voices Off the Air Waves to the Receiving Set in
more details he hates to play bridge: formation will not be placed in such tagion.
Our Ears and Into Our Thought Factory Where Unconsciously
dangles one leg over the other when a manner as to be of use of florists
It Is unknown why cats like catnip
he sits down; can sing and shave at who might exhaust the supply of so much, since most animals abhor
li e Shape Them Into Personalities
same time; hls dark brown eyes Il certain shrubs or trees, by digging herbs. Most herbs require a dry soil
and Rate Them to Suit Ourselves
luminate hls face; lead him to a lot them up for commercial purposes. but there are others that require a
of clams and he's happy; and a de This survey is of a general botanical moist soil, especially the mints.
—AS OTHERS HEAR US----interest, will be a help to beginners
'Peppermint is one that has mo
lightful fellow to know.
since
they may find references easily seeds. It has to be set out by runners
♦ ♦♦♦ Perfect
WILL ROGERS
IPhone 26 and ask: How many
will be of interest to pathologists, only.
years has he been for himself in
♦ ♦♦ High
Four Aces
entomologists and Indirectly to zo
A drink prepared of herbs is served
business?
My Rating. What's yoursf
dfkkfk Fair
ologists. A survey will aid in the in Pennsylvania to men haying in thc
•
treatment of diseases caused by fungi, fields.
4(k Low
CONTINUED
IN
NEXT ISSUE
since the locations of species will be
• • • •
Bt HELEN NELSON
YOU MAY BE NEXT!
found immediately. He explained the
Miss Nelson spoke of the meaning
1.
The VOICE that holds you with "Anyhows.”
"accession" books for use with of several of the herbs telling that
2.
I he VOICE that thinks out loud.
botanists as a quick and effecient rosemary meant joy, or sorrow, life
GRAND PRIZE—115.00
PRIZES GIVEN EACH ISSUE
method of getting specimens named. or- death and faithfullness, saying
3.
iTie VOICE that messes around with a laugh.
FIRST PRIZE—<2.00
One would pick their specimen, write that It was a custom in olden days to
4. The VOICE that mumbles, fumbles and stumbles.
SECOND PRIZE - <1 00
beside a number description of the place a sprig of it In a coffin to pre
•
5.
I he \ OICE that passes out slams and salaams.
RULES
location etc. press the plant in a serve life. She said also that it was a
6.
1 he \ OICE that mixes salt with sugar.
Each Issue there will ■appear differ newspaper and send it away to head bridal flower that sprigs dipped into
ent paragraphs in this paper bringing
7. I'he VOICE that razzes the Senate like a sidekick.
the cup at a wedding reception and
out distinctive features of Rockland quarters for classification.
drunk to the bridegroom and hls bride
and vicinity Institutions. Thiye is a
He said that the blackfcerry or meartt happiness and remembrance.
question in each story. The person
His “Anvhovvs ’ are—The human crossroads.
sending in the most correct and neat rubles group was the most difficult
More interesting legends were told
Hts “Thinking out loud"—Crystalizes our thoughts.
est answers to the questions will be to classify, with the willow group a
by Miss Nelson who said that the
given merchandise awards from your
His “Messing around with a laugh”—Starts our own laff factory.
stories connected with each herb,
own home merchants each Issue. In close second.
His 'Mumbles" are the—Everyday in everyone, minus the polish.
Bethel to Skowhegan has been was what created that charm of an
case of a duplicate, award will be giv
en each tying contestant. Winners surveyed in this manner, also York herb garden besides the use they
His “Slams and Salaams” say—If the shoe fits wear it.
and answers published one week from County. He explained the difficulty
His "Salt and sugar"—unloose the packing and let the sunlight in.
could be put to. Although none of
date of story. The Judges' decision
of men employed on this survey to these plants has a very unusual flower
will be final and incontestable.
His “Razzes”—are honesty glinting through facts, fearlessness and fun.
Address Courier-Gazette Contest get into the Allagash section, acces the foliage ranges from one shade
Editor.
sible by canoe only, and ithe difficul of green to another and can be at
Fit these angles, oblongs and squares together, imagine a sunbeam, a breeze, a stumbling,
ty of exact location In that section. tractively arranged. The different
rambling
spring
fed
brook,
a
wide spreading oak branch, some strong, rough
He went on to say that exact location fragrance when leaves of the herbs
boulders, some smooth flat stones, and you have a close-up of a VOICE that's a tonic for
WE BUY
was made by plot mapping, and that are pinched is another one of the
vou whether vou need it or not—the VOICE OF
they plan to cover one quadrangle charms of an herb garden. “ By all
WILL ROGERS.
per day. making geological contour means have an herb garden,” she
Clarence E. Daniela
marks, lake areas, and lists of plants urged, in conclusion. “Even if it is
JEWELER
Copyright, 1935. by Helen Nelson. Reproduction in whole or in part forbidden.
<79 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
but a window box."
in section and where found.
78-tf
Ilerlxs donated for the garden at the
Changes in the capitalizatioh was
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VOICES ON THE AIR

OLD GOLD

Realm of Music
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

first touch. There were some ln the
audience who expressed the wish that
she had done something displaying
dramatic ability, meaning. I pre«ume.
the type of work done by Oranvllle.
the English actor However, to me the
type of work Miss Skinner doa :a.ls
for greater skill and more sensTtve
artistry. It Is so many-sided and so
free from the adjuncts of make-up.
costume and other accessories.
The titles of her sketches were one
point asked for. They were: Nurse’s
Harold Vlnal who Is summering at Dav Out. Homework. In a OondcU
Vinalhaven was recently heard with Hotel Porch. Times Square. Tar
much pleasure ln a reading of hts Brush Being Presented, and Motor
own poems at Waterville. It is grati ing In the 90s. High lights? Rather
fying to know that he is available for difficult to choose. Of course Times
readings during the season, for It of Square displayed her marvelous
fers a rare opportunity for club and versatility ln characterization, as in
intimate literary groups to hear one this number by means of various wavs
of our outstanding Maine poets His of adjusting a dull red scarf, modulat
presentations are said to be both ing the voice and facial expre&sl'in.
stimulating and educational. These she showed such types as an Italian
volumes of verse by Mr Vlnal have vendor, society woman, girl trying to
been published: White April. 1922; hold a vacillating sweetheart, a
Voyage. 1823: Nor Youth Nor Age woman slightly risque a woman part
1924; A Stranger ln Heaven. 1927; ing from her sick husband, a girl
Hymn to Chaos. 1931; Hurricane, a chasing after a sailor, a Southern
narrative poem, is now about due eff girl, and ao on One characterisa
the press. Too, he has a volume of tion took hea across the stage, when
charming essays to hls credit, "Attic with a deft adjustment of scarf and
for the Nightingale”, written in change of voice she sloughed Into the
fascinating and poetical prose. I am next tvpe. In Hotel Porch Miss
very proud to own an autographed 8klnner came onto the stage carry
copy. Mr. Vlnal Is ako editor of ing a knitted shawl She placed an
"Voices." a magazine established tn armcha'r ln front of the table,
Boston in 1921 and consistently pre fastened a black velvet band around
senting the best in American poetry. her throat, wrapped the knitted shawl
Belonging to no school, exploiting no around her shoulders, sat down ln
particular group, the publication hs# the chair and was an old woman. No
maintained an independent policy makeup, mind you Only througn
favorable to new talent as well as to the position of the hunched should
the recognized writer. Such dis ers. the face falling Into lines, the
tinguished poets as these have ap accentuation of the throat band, and
peared ln the pages of Voices; EUnor vo'ce Inflection was age conveyed.
Wylie. Archibald MacLelsh. John Not graceful old age, but old age de
fault-finding
Erskine.
William
Rose
Benet, manding attention,
Margaret Wlddemer. Josephine John fretty. eourlous. ferreting out scan Ini,
son It carries a wide range of critical and balefullv gloating over the
articles ln the prose section, proving ’daughter whom she had cheated out
a general survey of the poetry publi of life.
What more can be said. Shr is a
cations both here and ln England.
As a textbook for the study of Ameri one-woman show, the star, comurcan verse, the magazine has proved of lng up magic and performing miracles
great value to colleges, libraries antf People and places, periods and pas
sions. long crlmbled into dust, are
club? throughout the country.
Voices Is Mr. Vlnal's pet, as It well brought to life before the eyes. The
might be He Is always glad to talk gift of tongues is hers and as one
with interested friends about lt. Just reviewer has said, “she has a hint of
write to him at Vinalhaven. And that hypnotic power by which the
why doesn't someone arrange a read-z Incorporeal is made to take on sub
stance." She is a complete theatre in
lng by this gifted poet?
• • • •
herself, yet she does not worn alone,
There were many unable to hear for when she steps from behind the
Cornelia Otis Skinner when she ap curtains at the back, she becomes tlie
peared recently in recital at Camden. central figure of the scene and peo
Some of these have said to me. "Tell ples the stage with silent unseen
us something more about her " She answering characters of her own
has been tn my thoughts constantly Imaginings. They are there only
since hearing her. and I find myself when she pauses, ln the way she looks
recalling some glorious bit or dis at them, but she manages to make
covering some subtle point in her them as real as If they were stand
work that had escaped me. That Is ing beside her there on the stage.
A wonderful experience to see and
the outstanding phase of her work
subtlety,
so
fine.
so delicate hear her. one that can never be for
'
*
that it cannot be comprehended at gotten.

Prank Bibb, who stands as one of
the foremost coach-accompanists in
the country. Is spending a few weeks
ln Camden after an absence of two
years It ts a matter of reg-'t that
he wlll not be presenting a concert
while here. His of past seasons have
been of the highest type, with
nationally and Internationally known
artists, and always with hls own
enchanting accompaniments weaving
through them.
• • • »

Arboretum which was planted on that
date werc sage which was given by
Mrs Nellie Lawrence of Turner, mint
canadensis given by Mtss Nelson,
bergamont by Mrs. Addle Poole of
Turner, southernwood given by Mrs.
Che'ter Sturtevant of Livermore
Falls and tansey by Mrs. Florence
Ward Danforth of Skowhegan.
Among those present were Prof
Harvey Lovell, the former professor
of zoology at the University of Louis
ville Ky.. and Mrs. Lovell. Mrs. John
Lovell of Waldoboro. Miss Celia
Compton of Casco, a geologist. Dean
and Mrs. P. Lockwood of Havorford
College. Pa.
The
various
departments
of
entomology.
botany.
ornithology
geology and mineralogy were held at
the Arboretum Thursday.
—By Alena L Starrett

ST. GEORGE
Mrs. E. H. Riley and son. Kenneth
have returned to Somerville. Mass.,
after visiting Mre. Riley's mother,
Mrs. Lilia Hocking.

Thomas Kenney and family of
Berlin, N. H. spent last weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Kinney.

Mrs. Estelle H Brown of Melrose,
Mass., is visiting relatives and friends
ln this town.
Miss Marion Riley Is guest of Mrs.
Clyde Grant at White Head.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H. Robinson
and son, John, are visitors at home
of Mrs Lucy Robinson.

THE EDUCATIONAL CLUB

Looking Ahead To Tuesday's Meeting
At "RooecUffa" W. R. Pattangall
Qwot
With former Chief Justice W. R.
Pattangall as guest speaker at Mr.
and Mrs. E. M. 'Lawrence's home on
Beech street at 7.15 next Tuesday
evening, the Woman's Educational
Club plans a big club rally day of
past, present and prospective mem
bers for the afternoon and will keep
open house. Everybody Is Invited for
the same evening. On the lawn If
lair, otherwise indoors. Rodney I.
Thompson will also speak on "Poli
ticians."
Mrs Zalda Winslow, treasurer, will
be on hand with her assistants and
plenty of receipt blanks to receive
dues at the usual low club rate, while
Informal club discussions and cur
rent event reports will begin at 2
p. m and continue until the cus
tomary box luncheon supper at 6.
Preceding this lunch the customary
afternoon speaker, name to be an
nounced, will be heard.
Members are requested to be pre
pared to mention any current prob
lem or nappenlng. to give any mem
orized bit of prose or poetry, also to
give account of their successes ln
expanding club membership since
the annual meeting.
There’s business too. for Sept. 6 Is
tentatively fixed as date for exercises
attendant upon the unveiling of the
bronze tablet to be placed on the
birthplace of Edna St. Vincent MilJay at Clarence F. Joy's residence,
200 Broadway. All Invited. Follow
ing the ceremonials the club will ad
journ to some home for supper and
usual evening guest speaker.

Several from here attended the
Gilchrest Reunion at Mrs. Garfield
Dolliver's in Cushing.
Mrs. Marie Ingraham of Thomas
ton visited Tuesday her sister, Mrs.
Emma Oilchrest.
\
Several from this place motored to MODERN
WOMEN
Union last Sunday to attend the
pain and delay dua
**ar caused.
funeral of Mrs. Emellne Alden.
_
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The vocal solos at the First Baptist
Church by William Kerr of New York
are much appreciated by members
aaazB"
and friends
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